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PUPH05B AI^^D NATURE OF THE 3TUDY
STATBlJiNT OF THE PROBLEII
The purpose of this study was to determine a glossary
of terms peculiar to teaching methodology in high-school
Bookkeeping. The problem was to make a frequency count
of these terms and to define the terms thus tabulated.
A need for standardization of terms in this field is
evident from a review of literature in the field, not only
in the periodicals in which appear articles on the teaching
of Bookkeeping, but also in the textbooks on methods and in
textbooks on high-school Bookkeeping. It is hoped that
this study will contribute toward better standardization
in order that confusion and doubt arising from loose use
of technical terms in the v/ritings on Bookkeeping will be
lessened. It is also hoped that intended meanings of authors
writing in the field will be better understood where such
intended meaning is not self-evident as is often the case.
DELIMITATION ^ T^ PROBLBi'
The major objectives of this study were:
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to teaching methodology in high-school Book-
keeping
2. To define the terms resulting from this freq.uency
count.
The following sources were reviewed in ranking the
frequency count:
1. All available methods textbooks in the field.
2. Appropriate articles from recent periodicals until
a total of 300,000 running words v/as reached.
Although all the temis listed in Chapter IV are not
strictly peculiar to teaching methodology in high-school
Bookkeeping, they do have meanings and uses which are
peculiar to this field and the definitions given are intended
to apply to this field. In other words, some terms may have
meanings which are not applicable in this study and which
are not, therefore, included here.
DEFINITION OF TERI.I3
Frequently throughout this study there will be terms
used which are not common in everyday usage. Since it is
probable that these need definition in order that the
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iTrequency Count An arrangement of words to show the
number of times they occur in a given number of running words, i
descending in order of frequency of occurrence.
High-School Bookkeeping : A high-school course of study
which varies from city to city, but which usually concerns
itself ?/ith presenting the principles governing the accurate !
recording of transactions entered into by business enterprises,!
I
the affect which these transactions have upon the financial
|
condition of business enterprises, and practice work based
j
upon the principles presented.
Running 7ords i The total number of words in a passage
made up of different words, plus their repetitions, found in
various textbooks and periodicals used in this study.
Teaching Methodology i The science v/hich describes and ,,
evaluates arrangements of materials of instruction; the
science of methods or principles of procedure.
Word Study : The subjecting of words to an analysis to
determine a list of words scientifically selected and arranged
to indicate the relative frequency of occurrence.
^Garter V. G-ood. Dictionary of Sducation . New York:
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As far as could be determined, there has been no effort
j
I
to standardize the terminology in this field by means of a
frequency count. There is a Dictionary of Bookkee ping and
1 P ]Accounting TerLiinology^ which oelby*^ describes as:
A first effort to supply a much-needed
dictionary of bookkeeping and accounting
terminology. While the advanced student will
find that many terms have been omitted, more
than 450 have been included.
This dictionary, however, deals only with the subject
matter in one of the bookkeeping textbooks published by
the company and is by no means all-inclusive or based
upon any objective criterion. In addition, it does not
touch upon the terms peculiar to teaching methodology;
for the teacher of high-school Bookkeeping such terxms are
just as important as are the terms dealing with the subject
matter of his course.
Andruss; in speaking of the "maze of terminology” in
Accounting uses the terms "Proprietary Interest" and
"Reserves" as two examples of the confusion that exists
in regard to their meaning. He^ further questions:
^Dictionary of Bookkeeping and Ac counting Terminology .
Cincinnati: oouth-'Te stern Publishing Company, 1^42.
%aul 0. Belby. The Teaci-ing of Bookkeeping . Hew lork:
Gregg Publishing Company, 1945. !Page 290.
^Harvey A. Andruss. Ways to Teach Bookkeeping and
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What is to be gained by manufacturing or
deriving new terms from old philogical, legal,
or economic sources to mystify the layman?
Shall we not find ourselves pursuing a futile
fancy and arrive at the same status as other
professions that write their messages in dead
language for fear the layman will understand
the ^tricks of the trade ^ and then lose respect
for their Imow ledge and ability to apply it.
Ogilvie^ in dealing with the standardization of term-
inology and definitions for speech defects, says:
There are approximately 700 terms for speech
defects and many of these are synonymous,
Not only is there a large nuLiber of terms
denoting single speech defects, but many meanings
are attached to the same terms.
The difficulty of understanding the intended meaning of
writers is reflected by Tonne^ in an article, "The Tyranny
of Words":
In business education we have our terminologies,
and we must be also careful to see that they are use-
ful devices instead of excuses for activity or sources
of confusion.
11^ enlarges on this further by writing:
Such trade Jargon, or more politely *specialized
terminology’, is harmless if it does not interfere
with the service to be rendered.
%lardel Ogilvie. "Terminology and Definixions of Speech
Defects." Teachers College. Columbia university. Contributions
to .aducation, No. 859 . New York: Bureau of Publications, TC.
GOL. Univ, tage 1.
Herbert A. Tonne. "The Tyranny of Words." Journal of
Business Education . January, 1945. Page 9,
^Ibid.
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6Jatlow^ seeius to be conscious of the same problem ?;hen
he writes:
All too frequently, the context is of such a
nature as to assume that the reader is fully acquainted
with the meaning of the terms.
It seems, then, that a need for better standardization
of terms in Business Education can be seen from the writings
of leaders in the field. Bookkeeping plays its part in
building up this confusion.
For the prospective teacher of Bookkeeping, as well as
the experienced teacher, there is a need for an understanding
of the vocabulary of his subject and the vocabulary he will
encounter in the professional reading he will have to do.
If anything, the need here is greater than in the case of an
experiencea teacher.
2
As Buckingham and Dolch state in their Combined '>7ord
List :
One of the major problems of the school is that
of adapting teaching materials to the learner,
They‘d go on to say, in regard to some word studies which
dealt only with the frequency and not the meanings of the
words counted:
^David I, Satlow, "Terms Used by the Army Clerk."
Journal of Business Education . April, 1944, Page 25,
^3. R. Buckingham and E. VI. Dolch. A Combined 7/ord List .
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...It is nevertheless strange that soLie who were
interested in words as words, and not as forias to be
spelled, did not record meanings.
Rahr^ makes this statement:
The development of a vocabulary in any subject
or area of 7/ork is one of the principle duties of the
teacher. Of course it is absolutely essential that
the teacher herself possess an adequate vocabulary
and an understanding of the terms she uses.
The same writer advances the suggestion that argumenta-
tion in class, in teacher meetings, and in other groups is
due to differences in the use of terms.
2Andruss shows an awareness of the vocabulary problem of
the teacher by saying:
Elementary classes are no place to confuse
students with hair-splitting definitions. Teachers
should be conscious, however, of different usages
and not confine themselves to terms of a particular
textbook exclusively lest they give the impression
that only one term is acceptable.
The importance of vocaoulary for the teacher is reflects i
in the references above, not only in regard to subject matter,
but also in regard to the terminology which the teacher
should be faruiliar with in order to read, listen, and talk
so that all will understand him. The more sure of his
subject matter a teacher is, the more likely will be his
^Havres C. Rahr. ’’Accent on t.eaning." journal of
Business Education . September, 1946. Page 17.
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success; the same can be said in regard to methods of teaching
the subject matter, oirice vocabulary plays an important part
in each of these two important phases of teaching, the
prospective teacher could gain greatly by mastering the
necessary vocabulary so that in his first job his mind can
at least be free from one worry
,
Although he was speaking on guidance
,
Traxler^ really
spans all phases of education when he states:
In every area in which thinking is done,
vocabulary is, of course, extremely important,
not only as a vehicle of thinking but as a guide
to and a deterr;iiner of thinking.
Arthur S. Traxler, techniques of (guidance
Harper and brothers, 1945. Page 336.
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CHAPTER II
RHVIS’7 OF RELATED RESEARCH
7/ord frequency counts have been used in the preparation
of basic vocabularies for school children, in compiling
spelling lists for school children, and in selecting
practice raaterial for shorthand and typei/5riting classes.
These studies have proved to be of real value to some
particular segiuent of education, just as this study is
intended to be of value to teachers of high-school Book-
keeping.
The v;ord frequency counts which will be reviewed here
are
:
1. A Combined 7ord List, by Buckingham and
Dolch;
2. The Basic Vocabulary of Business Letters,
by Horn and Peterson;
3. The Teachers ..'ord Book of 30,000 Words,
by Thorndike and Lorge;
4. A Basic vocabulary of Elementary School
Children, by h. D. Rinsland; and,
5. A Frequency Count and Glossary of Terms
Peculiar to Gregg Shorthand Teaching
Methodology, by j . R. johnson-Berg.
,R, Buckingham and E.W. Dolch, A Combined Word List
.
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936,

Also reviewed will be a study of terminology and
definitions not based on a frequency count: Terminology
and Definitions of Speech Defects, by iu. Ogilvie.
Buckingham and Dolch in 1936 completed their combined
word list. This list included a word count by the authors,
plus ten other sources, the purpose of the study being the
establishment of a graded vocabulary for elementary school
children.
In the count of the authors, the Free-Association
method was used v;hereby the cMldren wrote freely words
that occurred to them in a period of fifteen minutes.
These words v;ere counted and tabulated. The authors claim
that even though such things as school surroundings influence
the choice of words by the children, these sources are
exhausted, and the children are drawing on wider sources.
Another advantage claimed is that if a word occurs ten
times in the count, it usually means that it was used by
ten different pupils and not by one pupil ten times; thus,
it is more representative.
A total of 2,414,897 running words were obtained
from 21,695 children, tiost of these children came from
either small towns in Illinois or from I\'ew :^ork and
Brooklyn. The number of words listed was 19, 000, and of
these 10,000 were given grade placement. The grade place-
ment was made possible by the fact that a record was kept
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occurrence of v/ords for each grade was known. The authors^
descrioe how they attacked the problem of designating the
grade placement for each word in this manner:
When one has secured a long list of words
used with certain frequencies by children of a
particular grade, he does not yet have a vocabu-
lary for that grade. He still has to decide
what frequency of occurrence he shall accept as
significant. He wishes to take the part of his
list which has the greatest frequency, but he
must draw a line somewhere between the frequency
he will accept as satisfactory and that which he
will consider insufficient. It is the point at
which this line is drawn that decides, within
the limits of the total list, the size of the
resulting grade vocabulary . In deciding where
to draw the line there must be recourse to
judgment, but the judgn.ent may be applied, as
we shall see, in two distinctly different ways.
The two methods referred to were determining the size
of vocabulary to expect in each grade and the use of
experts’ judgraents in deciding just where the line should
be drawn between the vocabulary of one grade and the suc-
ceeding grade,
vThen the words occurring in the writings of pupils in
different grades v/ere arranged in descending order of
frequency, it was then necessary to count down the nuraber
of words which could be added to the vocabulary of school
children of that age without placing too heavy a burden on
them and which had not been included in the vocabulary of a
previous year. Toward the lower frequency in each year.
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if one ?;ord of a certain frequency was included, all v/ords
of the same frequency were included. The judges^ opinions
played a part in deciding what frequency should be included
in a year and not in deciding what words would be included
or excluded, thus lessening the dependency on subjective
judgment; that is, the raw frequency was still the objective
guide
.
A "Graded Word Book” based upon this study is the result
hoped for oy the authors. Actual frequencies are not given
1
here, but the alphabetical list shows approximately where
the word list occurred in the different studies with which
the combined word list concerns itself.
Horn and Peterson‘S in 1943 made a frequency count of
words used in business letters. There was a total of
25,136,315 running words taken from:
1. The vocabulary of business correspondence
2. The vocabulary of personal correspondence
3. The vocabulary of letters of people of more
than average literary ability
4. vocabularies of letters of application and
re coramendati on
5. The vocabulary of adult writing other than
corre spondence
D. The vocabulary of letters of a single
individual written over a period of eight
years
Ernest Born and Thelma Peterson. The Basic vocabulary
of Busir-iess Letters . Hew York: Gregg Publishing Company, 1943.
'
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7. The vocabulary resulting from Dr. Hornes
compilation of 1922. »
Letters for the purpose of this investigation were
obtained from notary Clubs and a canvass was made of the
type of businesses from which additional letters were
necessary. Some were sent to Dr. morn while it was necessary
in other cases for researchers to make compilations in
the offices of the firms supplying the letters. Since
equal representation was not possible, weightings were given
to the words counted in the letters of poorly represented
types of businesses.
A tabulation sheet was kent showing the nuraber of
occurrences in each type of business. 'Vords of less than
four letters each and other very common words were not tabulat
except in the investigation of 1922. The totals and Y/eigl'iting
for these words were estimated using the data obtained in
1922 as a basis.
The words were listed alphabetically with keyed
information as to its placement by groups of 500, the actual
frequency, and the weighted frequency. Each derivative
form was counted and listed separately.
In 1944, the word book of Thorndike and Lorge^ was
published. This study included data from the 1931 Thorndike
3
S
E.L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge . The Teachers 'Tord
Book of 30,000 '.fords . r.'ew lork: Teachers College, Columbia
University. 1944.
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count of four and one-half million words^, as well as three
other counts of over four million words each— the Lorge
magazine count, the Thorndike count of one hundred and
twenty juvenile books, and the Lorge -Thorndike semantic
count, it is a compilation rather than a new, separate
count in itself. The words resulting from this word-count
compilation are listed in Part i. The number of running
words in the four counts compiled in this study totaled
18,000,000.
There are five columns opposite each word in the
alphabetical list. The first of these columns, the
column, contains figures v?hich represent the nuraber of
times per million running words that particular ?;ord appeared
Words occurring 50-99 times per million vi/ords were marked
with an "A” and those appearing 100 or more times per million
words were marked with an "AA".
The second column, headed **T”, shows how many times
per million running words each particular word occurred in
the Thorndike count of 1931; the third coluain, marked ”L”
sho7/s how many times per million running words each word
occurred in the Lorge magazine count; the fourth coluron,
labeled ”J”, shows how r.iany times per million running
v/ords each word occurred in the rnorndiKe comit or juvenile
1
E. L. Thorndike. The Teachers 1/ord Book of 50.000 ^aords
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books; the fifth column, marked "3”, shows how many times per
million running words each word occurred in the Lorge -Thorn-
dike semantic count. These four columns represent 18,000,000
running words; if the figures opposite a word in this study
added up to 18, it means that the word has occurred 18 tir®s
in the 18,000,000 running iTords, or at least once per million
and is, therefore, included in Part I.
Part II lists those words which occurred at least once
per four million running words. Part III is devoted to an
explanation and description of the four word counts; this
part also includes information as to the sources used in
the different counts. Part IV lists words which occurred
1000 times or more in either the Lorge magazine count or
the Lorge -Thorndike semantic count. Part V lists the 500
words which occurred most frequently and the 500 words
occurring next most frequently in the entire compilation;
also listed in this oart are the 500 most common words in
the original Thorndike count and the 500 next most common.
The number of words occurring once or more per million
running words was 19,440. The nuruber of words occurring
less than once per million, but oftener than four times
in the 18,000,000 words was 9,202. The number of words
occurring four times per 18,000,000 running words was 1,358,
making a 'jotal of 30,000 words.
Thorndike gives rules to guide the teacher in deciding
whether or not a word should be learned by the students
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for pemarient knowledge in the first eight grades. He
leaves the use of tlie list up to the teacher in grades
beyond the eighth or in adult classes. As to the use of
this list in general, the author states:^
The most important use of the list by a teacher
is in guiding his or her treatment of v/ords that
occur in readers, supplementary readers, textbooks,
and other material to be read by the class.
In dealing with the vocabulary of elementary school
2
children, Rinsland in 1945 completed a frequency count
of words actually used by these children in writings of
their own. Me expresses the purpose of this by saying:
The specific purpose of this study is to
present the actual frequency of the use of words,
grade by grade, of many children from all sections
of the country and to give these data in such a way
that they may be helpful to the teacher, the writer
of textbooks, and the student of learning.
4
In justifying the study, Rinsland has tiis to say:
Many readers may have preconceived ideas as to
which words are common and which are not. This
list may present many disagreements with these
ideas. The only answer is that the frequencies
here are actual counts, and, as in other v/ell-
established comparisons between counts and notions,
tiie counts must be accepted as the nearest approach
to true facts.
^Op. Git., page xi
.
2
Henry D. Rinsland. A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary
School Children , university of Oklahoma, 1945. Mew York:
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Letters were sent to 1500 selected schools requesting
that "original and genuine" writings of school children
be sent; 708, or responded. The letters suggested that
writings such as personal notes, poems, stories, compositions,
I
examinations in non-techni cal subjects, uncorrected articles
for school papers, and reports of various kinds be included.
The schools sampled represented coastal, inland, agricultural,
mining, lumbering, and manufacturing regions. Public,
parochial, and private schools, as well as training schools
in unii^ersi ties
,
were requested to send material.
About 200,000 individual pauers were received, which
represented approximately 1% of the school population in
grades I-VIII in 1936. A total of 100,212 of these were
actually used.
All papers were classified as to grade and school.
?/here many .^pers from the saiae classroom and on the same
subject were encountered, only one or two papers were
chosen for counting in order tiiat similar words used many
times would not overv/eigh the study. Rules were set up to
standardize the counting done by different people; these are
referred to in more detail in Chapter ill of this study.
A total of 25,632 different words from a count of
6,012,359 running "7ords resulted. Of the 25,632 words,
14,571 occurred three or more ti..es and are listed in the
vocabulary presented. I^ot only is the raw frequency given

for each word in the list, but also the relative place held
by various words; i.e., if it is one of the hundred most
frequently found words, and so on down.
:j
Kinsland suggests that the vocabulary resulting ’
from this study could furnish 98% of the words in grade I j
up to 90% of the words in G-rade VIII. He also suggests
.j
that if the vocabulary is used in each grade by the
I
percentage suggested, the vocabulary load would not be too '|
,
‘i
heavy. He points out that words beyond the first 1000 are il
|i
of value in enabling the textbook writer to choose rarer
;
words and yet be sure that he has some basis of including
such words in a text for elementary school children.
Johnson-Berg^ in 1948 completed a study similar to this
• service paper in principle but dealing with the vocabulary
of Gregg Shorthand teaching methodology. Hooke printed
in the field of Gregg Shorthand during the past ten
years, and articles in the same field appearing iri the past
five years were the sources of this frequency count. A
total of 206,422 running words were examined and 798 different
terms peculiar to Gregg Shorthand teaching methodology were
found. These were defined by the v/riter; these definitions
were evaluated by three different experienced Gregg Shorthand
^john H. Johnson-Herg. A V/ord frequency Count and Glossary
of terns Peculiar to Gregg Shorthand reaching methodology .
Unpublished Ed. m. Thesis. Boston university. School of
Education, 1948.
'• \ « ^ * „**ifc «;
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teachers. These approved definitions i7?ere listed in Chapter I
IV in alphabetical order, followed by a notation of frequency
of occurrence. 1
Ogilvie^ made a study of terminology and definitions i
of speech defects. Although not a frequency count, Ogilvie's
!




of a specialized teiminology and is, therefore, reviewed
here. Ugilvie reviewed definitions of speech defects
from as many medical sources as it was possible to locate
and consolidated the definitions found for 700 different
terms for speech defects. Synonymous terms were listed
together. ”/hen differing definitions were found for the
sar.ie term, the most common definition was given ixx this
study; in the case of widely different definitions, a con-
solidated definition was given. The major recoLmendations
made by the writer was that non-essential terms be eliminated
from the existing terminology so as to lessen confusion
and aid in standardization of the terminology'’.
^Ogilvie, op. cit.
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There are various vmys of oounting and tabulating the
words and terras in a frequency count. The guiding rules
should suit the purpose of the particular study, and it
is entirely possible that one method raiglit suit one word
study but not suit another equally well.
In Rinsland^s^ study, the following rules were used
in counting the words:





2. Tally separately run- together v/ords.
3. Delete baby talk unless terras are found to
be good English words.
4. Delete illegible s.
5. Count the correct forms intended when words
are spelled unusually or wrongly.
6. Delete slang, provincialisms, colloquial
expressions, as detennined by the dictionary,
as well as trade names and proper names of
persons and places, except very well known
terms.
1
Rinsland, op. cit., page 8.
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7. Do not tally separately words that may be
written in two ways, but consider them the
same for purposes of tabulation. Examples
are "today” and "to-day," "tonight" and "to-
night," "tomorro7/" and "to-morrow."
8. Tabulate the correct forms intended when
errors occur in the use of homonyms. "Two",
"too", and "to" are to be tabulated
separately.
9. Tabulate separately words that are com-
pounded if the compounding is incorrect or
is used for running composition.
This count was done by a large number of counters and
dealt with the actual writings of school children. These
rules helped standardize the procedure used and eliminated
as much as possible the element of subjective judgment




Thorndike ^s^ study of 1931, in referring to the procedure
employed in counting words which v;ere spelled in the same
manner but which had different meanings, says:
Homographs like "bear" (the animal) and "bear"
(carry) are counted together not because they
really belong together, but because by so
doing the persons making the counts can make
them very much faster and with very much less
struin of attention. 1 had hoped to make
reasonable estimates for all important homo-
graphs by having separate counts made of them,
but it has not been possible
.
2
The compilation of Thorndike and Lorge states
relative to the rules employed for counting end tabulating:
Thorndike, op. cit., page v.
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Regular plurals, comparatives and superlatives,
verb forms in "s’*, "d", "ed", and "ing", past parti-
ciples formed 03^ adding ”n", adverbs in "ly” that
occur less than once in a million ?;ords, and equally
rare adjectives formed by adding "n" to nar:ies of
places are ordinarily counted in under the main words.
Jome adjectives in ”ing'' or ”ed ’ and some nouns
in "ing" are entered separately, the word being fol-
lowed by (adj.) or (n.).
Thorndike and Lorge^ also state:
The general principles followed are—Every
occurrence is counted somewhere. iJo occurrence
is counted twice.
The rules for this frequency count will be nearer to
those used by Thorndike and Lorge than to those used by
Rinsland. The criterion used in making this decision is the
purpose of this study, oince plurals, superlatives, different
forms of the same verb, do not add to the value of this
study, they are not counted separately, but under the root
words. This service paper deals with terms as well as with
single words; it is oossible to express terms in a variety
of ways, but the value of this study will not be enhanced
by including different forms of the same root word or root
term, in many cases, the only purpose in expressing the
same term in different ways is to add variety to the style
of the writer. The purpose of this frequenc3^ count is not
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but to discover those v?ords and terms which are peculiar to
teaching laethodology in high-school bookkeeping.
The following will not be counted separately in this
study, but will be counted under the root word or terra:
1. Plurals which do not constitute a v;ord or term
peculiar to the field.
2. Different forras of the same verbs which do not
constitute words or terras peculiar to the field.
3. Terms v/hich can be expressed in different ways
but which do not have separate meanings.
3xaiaple : "bookkeeping approach" and "approach to
bookkeeping.
"
4. Terras which are split by words or phrases not vital
to the terra. 3xaraple : "Discounted B*s 90-day
note" would be counted as "Discounted note" for
the purpose of this study.
5. Terms ?/hich constitute two distinct terms in which
one word is not repeated will be counted as two
separate terms. Exaiaple : "journal and ledger
approaches" would be counted as "journal approach"
and "ledger approach" since the t?JO are separate
and distinct approaches.
U3B OF CxiED3 m TABULATING
The words and terms counted in accordance ”’ith the
above rules were tabulated on 5" x 5" cards. As each new
* :»' ft
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word or term was encountered it was entered on the top line
of the card and a single vertical mark was placed on the line
below. As each repetition of a ."ord or teim was met, another
vertical mark was placed beside this, and when it was met
for the fifth time, or multiple thereof, a diagonal line was
drawn through the preceding four vertical marks to facili-
tate recording the total number of occurrences.
DEFINli:G TEE /QRDE AMD TERIiP
In defining the words and terms tabulated, definitions
were taken from standard dictionaries when such definitions
were applicaole. Dome definitions were adapted from the
Dictionary of bookkeeping and Accounting Teiminology
,
pub-
lished by the 3outh-.7e stern Publishing Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio, where such definitions or adaptations were applicable.
In the case of defining words and terms which had meanings
not found in standard dictionaries or in the Sou th-'.7e stern
Dictionary, or meanings v/hich were peculiar to teaching
methodology in high-school Bookkeeping, standard and educa-
tional dictionaries, as well as the intended meaning of the
user, were taken into consideration before any definition
originated in this study.
Certain guiding principles were necessary in this case,
also. In regard to the formulation of definitions, Ogilvie^
Ogilvie, op. cit., page 38.
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Definitions should ignore the insignificant and
emphasize trie iraportant properties and characteristics.
COLPUTINQ RUINING V70RDS
Running v/ords were computed by finding the average number
of strokes in a line of printed material and multiplying this
by the number of lines on a page. The total number of strokes
to be eliminated by indentations, paragraph endings which
were not full lines, and spaces in the printed material for
illustrative purposes was subtracted from the above total
for each page. The resulting number of spaces was divided
by five, the nuraber of strokes in the average word, to find
the nuidber of running words on each page. Any fraction left
by this division was disregarded. TThen a different size
print was encountered, the above procedure was repeated
and a record was kept of the increasing nurdber of running
words as the frequency count progressed.

CHAPTER IV
GLOSSARY OF BOOKKEEPING TERMINOLOGY
The number of running words covered by this study
was 300,570. From this, 9^3 words and terms deemed to
be peculiar to teaching methodology in high-school
Bookkeeping, or which had meanings peculiar to this
field, were found; these words and terms are listed
alphabetically on the pages that follow.
The words and terms appear in a column furthest to
the left in bold-face type. The frequency of occurrence
for each word or term appears in a column near the cen-
ter of the page, while the definitions appear in the
column furthest to the right.
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A list taken from the
Accounts Payable Ledger
which shows the name of
each individual creditor,
the balance of each indivil-
dual account, and the tota
of these balances.
A device or form for show-
ing all the changes that
occur which affect a
single bookkeeping;’ iteoi.




the two sides of an accour t
ACCOUNT BOOKS (1) : See: BOOKS.
AGCOUITT CARD (2)
ACCOUI'IT FORIvI (4)
ACCOUNT FORI^i OF BALAI'TCE
SHEET (14)
A bookkeeping device by
which cards are utilized
for each individual accour
in the ledger.
t
The arrangement of the
printed lines and blank
spaces on which informa-
tion pertaining to an
individual account is to
be entered.
A 'cfiLa nee sheet so arranged
that it is similar in
appearance to an account.
There is a vertical sepa-
ration in the center with
the Assets on the left an(
'
the Liabilities and Propr: -
etorship on the right, juj t
as the debits are on the
left and the credits are























See: ACCOUNT TI TLE
See: ACCOUTTT /lPPROACH.
See: Records.
: The designation on the
double red line at the top of
an account form which deter-
mines the nature of the items
to be entered in that account
See: ACCOUNT BALANCE.
See: ACCOUNTING.
One who is skilled in all
phases of keeping and inter-
preting records, statement,
and reports based on trans-
actions entered into by a
busine ss
.
The body of scientific
principles underlying the
keeping and interpreting
of business records and the
application of these prin-
ciples in practice.
See: FISCAL PERIOD.
(1) An account in the gen-
eral ledger which shows the
total amount owed to
creditors
.
(2) A general term refer-
ring to the accounts with
individual creditors, the
total of which is ecual to
the balance of the Accounts
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pertaining to an individual l
creditor as to name, address,;
and amount owed.




(1) An account in the generajlL
ledger which ^aows the total
euriount o?;ed to a business by
charge customers.
(2) A general term referring
to the accounts v/ith individujal
who owe money to a business,
the total of which should
be equal to the balance
of the Accounts Receivable
account in the general ledger.
An account in the Accounts
Receivable ledger, co.ttaining
all the bookkeeping infor-
mation pertaining to one
customer in regard to his
name, address, and araount
owed
.
A device which groups
together the accounts of
individual customers,
A method of keeping book-
keeping records which shows
expenses incurred and income
earned for a fiscal period
even though these expenses
and income have not been
paid or received in cash.
dee : ACCRUYiX 3A3I3.ACCRUAL METHOD

ACCRUAL UYSTEti (1) :
ACCRUALS • (19) :
ACCRUED assets (17) :
ACCRUED DEPRECIATION(l) :
ACCRUED EXPENSE (4) :
ACCRUED INcans (4) :
ACCRUED INTEREST (29) :
accrued ITEIVIS (22) :
ACCRUED LIA3ILITIS3(22) :
4
ACCRUED PAYROLL (2) :
ACCRUED RENT (4) :
I
--i
See: ACCRUAL BASIS i
The terni Tvhich applies to all '
items, whether incoming or out-
going, which are unpaid even
though the tirae interval covered
by the item has already begun.
The heading given the subdivision
of Asset accounts in the Balance
Sheet which shows the income
earned but not yet received in
cash.
Decrease in value which has
actually taken place but which
has not yet been recorded on
the books.
An expense which has been
incurred during the fiscal
period but which has not yet
been paid.
Income which is owed at the end
of a fiscal period but which has
not yet been received.
Interest which is either owed
(Interest Payable) or due
(Interest Receivable) but which
has not yet been paid or received.
See : ACCRUALS.
The heading given that class of
accounts on the Liabilities side
of the isa lance Slieet which
includes any expense item v/hich
has been incurred but not yet paid
The name of an account which
shows the amount of money ov/ed
workers at the end of a fiscal
period but now yet to be paid.
An expense pertaining to the use
of land, building, or ma chine r3'-
which has been incurred but not
yet paid.
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V/ages which are due workers for
work performed during a fiscal
period but v/hich are not yet
paid at the end of the period.
An account which is utilized
regularly during a fiscal period.
Keeping books in a real business
situation as differed from text-
book bookkeeping or keeping books
in a classroom situation or atmos-
phere .
A method of teaching Bookkeeping
by putting the students in a real
business situation while learning.
See: ADDING MACHINE.
A device or contrivance which adds
mechanically or electrically as
the result of pressure applied to
nuincered keys.
A device or contrivance which adds
sums or which deducts sums from
the totals already in the machine.
See: TRIAL BAL^iNCE OF lUIIS.
To make journal entries which will
change the balances of accounts
or which will bring new accounts
on the books so that financial
statements will be up to date and
accurate
.
A device which shows that the debit
balances equal the credit balances
for the accounts in tl e general
ledger after adjusting entries
have been made.
A double column in a ten-column
worksheet ¥Hiich shows the changes
brought about in the Trial Balance
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A journal entry which must be madi
to show changes in the status of '
certain accounts which are not
|
up to date at the end of a fiscal]
period. i
B
See : ADJUSTI'.IEirr C0LUI.II OF 'TORK
SHEET.
A separate piece of information
which describes the condition
which makes an adjusting entry
necessary
.
The order of performing book-
keeping work so that entries will
be made and posted to the account
at the end of a fiscal period to i
bring the books up to date.
s
See : ADJUSTING EITTRY.
A double column in the work sheet
which has a debit side and a cred
side in which is entered the same
debit and credit figures of the
adjusting entries, opposite the
proper account titles.
it
See : ADJUSTING ENTRY.
The amount to be entered in the
amount column to bring the accour
affected up to date.
ts
A combination of circumstances
which make it necessary to show
changes in the books so that
the 3'- will agree with the facts.
Expenditures required for
management and executive functior
required by a business.
s
Bookkeeping subject matter which,
although base:’- upon the principle
of debit and credit, goes beyond
these principles into more
detailed methods of recording
transactions in the most
efficient way; Bookkeeping
s
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which deals with principles
beyond those concerning the





The provision made for a periodicj
contribution toward a future
jdebt so that it may be paid at
maturity without being charged I
in its entireity to the fiscal
period in which the maturity
takes place.
A vertical column in an account,
journal, or statement which shows
the value applicable to the accoujjat
named on the corresponding
horizontal line.
The breaking down of a finan-
cial record, report, or state-
ment into smaller constituent
parts so that these smaller
parts may be better interpreted
in relation to the whole.
The payment by a customer of
part of the entire amount
which he owed.
The worth of a fixed asset
which has increased in value
from one fiscal period to
another.
A method of teaching Book-
keeping by permitting the
learner to assist an experienced
bookkeeper so that he might
learn by observing and per-
forming various duties under
supervision.
.
See : APPRENTICE /APPROACH..
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The manner in which the subject ot
bookkeeping is begun; usually
,
further designated by showing
|
which phase of the subject is ,
taken first, i.e., journal
|
Approach, etc. I
A written system of regulations, !
terms, and conditions which the




Anything that a person or business
owns
.
A permanent account whose value
increases the total of the Pro-
prietorship of a business and
which is not closed into a summary
account at the end of the fiscal
period
.
The left, or debit, column of the
double column under the heading
"Balance oheet" on the work sheet.
That section of the balance
Sheet which is to the left of the
vertical dividing line of a
Balance 3heet in account form.
(1) To review or verify the
records and calculations made by
another as a check on accuracy.
(2) The act of revieYJing or
verifying the records and calculat
made by anouher.
Lons
One v/ho reviews or verifies the
bookkeeping or accounting v^ork
of another to check on the
correctness of such work.
(1) A description of the work
done by an auditor sent by him to
the company on whose records he
worked.
(2) A classroom device used in
having students correct the
practice set work of another
student and listing the errors.
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AoXILIaEY (1) : A chronological record which is not
a book of original entry and is not
the basis for ledger entries.
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Bad debt deduction (1)




BALiUJCE COLUlvIN ( 9
)
See : LOSS ON BAD DEBTS.
See: LOSS ON BaD DEBTS.
A terra used to designate those
custoaiers' accounts which prove
to be uncollectible.
The difference between the debit
and credit totals in an account.
To determine the net value of an
account by subtracting the sum
of the entries on the side with
the smaller total from the sum
of the entries on the side
with the larger total, entering
this balance on the smaller
side, totaling the sides, ruling
the account, and bringing the
new balance into the section of
the account to be used for the
next fiscal period.
A vertical space in which the
remaining araount due is listed
in the case of a customer's




(1) : The net amount owed to or by
a person or business.
(240) : A periodic financial statement
which ore sent 3 at a given time
a picture of a business as to
the total property and goods
possessed, the claims of others
on these and the claim which the
business itself has on these.
BALAi'.'CE SHEET ACCOUN’T ( 11) : See; REAL ACCOUNT.
B.aLAI'TCE smiGT APPROACH
(36)
A method of teaching Bookkeeping
which presentsthe Balance Sheet
as the first unit of instruction.
BALAInICE sheet C0LUI\iNS
( 8 )
(1) The orderly vertical arrange-
ment of values given to Balance
Sheet items so that totals maj’’
be readily seen.
(2) A double vertical column in t#.e





BALAITCE SHEET I^ETHOD OF
^PHOACH















BALAITCE SI£EET SECTION (1): A part of the work sheet !
where those Trial Balance '
items which are either






B.iLAl'TCEJ ACCOUNT (1): An account whose difference
has been determined and
whose debit and credit sides
have been equalized.
BAIAJJCINU FIGURE (2): The amount, expressed in
figures, which represents
the difference betv^een the
debit side and the cr~dit
side of an account.
BAIuAICING ITEN (2)
:
The separate particular or
amount in an account which
is inserted to make the





(3) A record which the bank
has of a depositor as to
the total amount of monej''
he has in that bank minus
eny. withdrawals he has
made
^2): The amount of money a per-
son or business has de-
posited in the bank which
is still available for
withdrawal; the difference
between total deposits
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BA3IC PRINCIPLES OF (Ij
BOOiaG::EPING
BEAK3R IRoTRmiDNT ( 2
)
3SGINT^!ING BOOmiEPING (24)
aEGINTNIIIG INVENTORY ( 3
BILL (n.) (26)
BILL (v.) ^6)





: 3ee: BOCKI'SEPING PRINCIPLE
i
: A note or other business
paper which is payable to
the person in possession of
: The introductory phases of
,
Bookkeeping which treat 1
basic and fundamental prin-
i
ciples in as simple a man- I
ner as possible.
: The amount of merchandise I
which a business has on i
hand at the start of a fis-|
cal period.
: A written niemo to a pur-
chaser listing the amount
of money he owes and a list
of the goods or services he
has received.
: To list charges against a
customer and submit them to
him.
: xi written document of goods
shipped by a person, signed
by the agent of the owner
of the vessel, acknowledging
the receipt of the goods anc
promising safe delivery at
the place directed.
: One employed to list charges
against customers, using
records supplied for this
work.
: A machine v^hich, when oper-
ated properly, mechanically
or electrically lists char-
ges against customers. .
: The illustration of a prin-
ciple or method in Bookkeen-
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(IJ : iee: BOOKICEEPING PRINCIPLE ]
BEAPFJR Il'TSTRUIIElTT (2) : A note or other business
paper which is payable to
the person in possession of
it
. j
3EGINTMING BOOIGSEPING (24) : The introductory phases of
Bookkeeping which treat
basic and fundamental prin- i
ciples in as simple a man-
ner as possible.
iiEGIl'IIIIirG IITVENTORY (3) : The amount of merchandise
which a business has on
hand at the start of a fis-
cal period.
BILL (n.) (26) : A written memo to a pur-
chaser listing the amount
of money he owes and a list
of the goods or services he
has received.
BILL (v.j V6) : To list charges against a
customer and submit them to
him.
BILL OF LADING ao) : written document of goods
shipped by a person, signed
by the agent of the owner
of the vessel, acknowledging
the receipt of the goods anc
promising safe delivery at
the place directed.
billing clerk (3) : One employed to list charges
against customers, using
records supplied for this
work.
BILLING MACHINE (13) : A machine v/hich, when oper-
ated properly, mechanically
or electrically lists char-
ges against customers. .
bLx.CI30.ARD DE0M0N3TRx.TI ON (3) : The illustration of a prin-
ciple or method in Bookkeep-
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A sheet or card Tzhose only
printed matter consists of
horizontal or vertical lines.
A bound group of blank forms
of various types which are t
be used in the completion of
exercises in the textbook
which it accompanies.
o
A paper containing the cormnc
substance of a document or
instrument with spaces left
to be filled with names,




(1) : An indorsement effected by
merely writing the name of
the holder on the buck of
an instrument Y/ithout any
qualifying statement.
[ 1)1 An unused ledger containing
the spaces to be filled.
(11; : A line on a paper, on which
words or figures are to be
written.
(10; : A writing by which a cor-
poration binds itself to
pay a certain sum of money
on or before a given date,
issued upon receipt of a
loan and usuall3^ bearing
annual interest at a given
rate
.
(3) : Debts of a corporation in-
curred V7hen bonds were is-
sued upon receipt of a loan,
these debts remaining on thk
books as a liability until
the principle of the loan
is repaid by the corporatioi ,.
^l; : bookkeeping records in whicl.
are made entries which have
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A pamphlet or booklet giving
the information necessary to
do a bookkeeping practice
set
.
A bookkeening record in whicl-
transacti .<ns are recorded in
chronological order on the
date of their occurrance.
The T/7orth of an asset or a
business as shown by the-
re cords
,
(1) A person who keeps a
complete record of business
transactions and shows the
effect these have on the
financial condition of the
business by means of finan-
cial statements.
^2) A person who keeps one
or more separate aspects of
the records of a business anc
makes entries for routine
transactions in the books.
The art or practice of keep-
ing a systematic record of
business transactions so thai
the financial con ition of a
business might be accurately
determined.
A definite goal which the
bookkeeping teacher attempts
to achieve as a result of
guiding the learning of the
students in a bookkeeping
class
.
A printed form for a journal,
account, or other book of
account in which spaces are
left for the filling in of
names, dates, explanations,
or amounts.
BOOIOCEEPING CHART (4) : A sheet of paper on which in'
formation is presented in
graphic, tabular, or outline
form,
,
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One employed to keep records




A school social organisation
in which the members carry over
their interest in Bookkeeping
into out-of-school time
.
CONTEST (21): Competition in which students
of Bookkeeping match their
ability, as reflected by
bookkeeping problems, with the
ability of others.
COURSE OF
(2) The organization of bookkeeping
subject matter for presentation
to a group of students.
CURRICULUM (5): An organised broup of courses t
in which Bookkeeping is the chidf
required course and is the occU'«
pational field receiving emphasi.s.
CYCLE (118) A complete spiral of book-
keeping operations which takes
place during a fiscal period,
I
i.e., Journalizing, Posting,
taking a Trial Balance, making
financial statements, and closin
the books.
g
DEPARTIvISMT (5) : A section of a business whose
responsibility it is to keep
complete records of business





(6): A piece of furniture on which
bookkeeping work is to be done
by the student.
(3)
: A definite scheme which can
be adapted in Bookkeeping to
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: A definite activity to be
performed by students for the
purpose of increasing skill
and 1O10V7 ledge in bookkeeping
work,
(4)
: The existence of conditions
upon which entries are to be
made in the books of record,
(6)
:
A printed paper containing
j
the lines or common substance
of a blank form or document
with spaces left for the







The imparting of information,
knowledge, and skill necessary
for success in bookkeeping work!
the guiding of activities
designed to help the students




A position of emplojTnent which
requires a knowledge of bookkeeping
principles or bookkeeping skill
BOOKKEEPING LABORATORY (5) A classroom, in which book-
keeping instruction takes
place, the arrangement and
appearance of which is similar
to an office where actual
bookkeeping work is done.
BOOKKEEPING LESSON
BOOKKEEPING LiACHINE
(8) A clearly defined portion of
the whole subject. Bookkeeping,
which is presented to the class#
(29) : A device or contrivance which
performs mechanically or elec-
trically any application of boolsl)-
keeping principles or rules.
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BOOiaCEBPING UilTHOD ( 6 ) :
BOOKKC:.TING OFFICE (10) :
BOOXIGEPING 0P3 R^lTI ON ( 5 ) :
BOOKKEEPING POSITION (10):
BO OKKS .IP ING PR^^CTI CE ( 25 ) :
B00KK3EPING PRACTICE 3ST(14)
:
BOOKKEEPING PRINCIPLE 3 ( 19 )






A set form of procedure to be
||




A room in v/hich the work of
|j
keeping records for a business '
is done.
|
The practical application of i
a bookkeeping principle or ij
process; the accomplishment
j|
of a duty based upon a book- ij
keeping principle or process.
,|
See: BOOKKEEPING JOB.
The application of bookkeeping




Settled rules of action
governing the recording of
business or personal trans-
actions and the effect they
have on the financial condition
of the business.
A matter, dealing with the
keepihg of records, which
involves some difficulty in
settling or handling.
Systematic manner of performing
activities required in the
recording or summarizing of
business transactions.
See: BOCKIGEPING PROCEDURE.
A problem, based upon funda-
mental information, knowledge,
or skill in the keeping of
records, v;hich requires a planne I
and co-ordinated effort on




BOOKKEEPING PUPIL BOOKKEEPING STUDENT

45
01ooPQ RECORDS (16) : See: RECORDS. '
BOOKKEEPING REPORTS (4): See: REPORTS. i
BOOKKEEPING ROUTINE (5): Repetitions of various phases
which make up the bookkeeping '
cycle.
1
BOOKKEEPING SET (9) : See: PRACTICE SET.
BOOIOCEEPING SITUATION (18) : A happening or condition
which will affect in some way
the financial condition of a
busine ss
.
BOOINEIFIPING .dTUDEI:T (47) : A person engaged in the study
of the principles, skills, or
knowledge necessary for keeping




Papers, books, pencils, pens,
rulers, or an:,'' other articles
needed in the discharge of
bookkeeping operations.
BOOKKEEPBTG SyLL^BUS (2) : See : BOOKKEEPING COLKEE UF STU
BOOKKEEPING 3Y3TS1K (17) : A formal method governing the
practical application of book-
keeping principles.
BOOKICSPING TABLE (3) : A piece of furniture with
a flat top and sufficient space
for supplies needed in normal
bookkeeping work.
BOOKKEEPING TEACHER (136) : A person who guides the
iiOOKKS:]PirJG TEACHING (26):
BOOiaar..'IPIi!G TECHNIQUE (1):
learning activities of the
students in a "bookkeeping class
toward the goals set up for
that class.
See: BOOKKEEPING INSTRUCTION.
Manner of perfornance in duties
and tasks involved in keeping
records of business transaction^.
lY,
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BOOKESI^PING TS lillS (6) : Tords or groups of words which
have a meaning peculiar to
Bookkeeping.
BOOIOfflBPING TEST (10) : A device used for measuring the
achievement of the students




liCOKKBTIPIrlG TEXTBOOK (55) : A volume or book in which there
is presented bookkeeping nrin- i
ciples as well as illustra-
tions, exercises, and problems
based upon these and which is
to be used in a learning situa-i
tion.
300KK3BPING THEORY (12) : See: BOOiaiESPING PRINCIPLES.
bookksi:ping TRiETSACTION (4): An exchange of values entered
into by a business which keeps
a set of records.
BOOKKEEPING v:j.ue3 (2) : Any desirable and accept-




A term used to describe the
bookkeeping records of a conpan
BOOKS OF ACCOUNT (18) : See: BOOKS.
BOOKS OF RECORD (5) : See: BOOKS.
BOUND BOOKS (5) : A group of bookkeeping records
each of which is held together
by a stationary binding.
BROUGHT FOR"T.RD (3) : A term used to identify an
amount in a journal, account,
or financial statement which
has been transferred from
another page.
BUDGET (14) : (1) An estimate of the income
and expenditures for the fiscal
period in the immediate future,
(2) A terra sometimes applied
to the ??ork which the student
may do in addition to required
work.
ji
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An attempt to regulate and
direct expenditures by means
|
of adhering as closely as
possible to a previously
made estimate.
(14) : The act of keeping an estimated
record of expenditures and
income for the fiscal period
in the immediate future.
{






: ilnything Y?hich a business owns.!
BUSINESS DAY (3):
BUSINS 33 El'ITERPRI SE ( 14 ) :




OF PRESENTATI ON ( 5 ) :
A day during which a business
enterprise is open for operatic
See : BU3ir®33 (1).
See : BAD'iNCE SFEET E^UATiuN
.See : B.LLANCE 3-IEET jlPPROAGH
See : BALxJ^ICE SHEET APPROACH
1
BUSINESS FORIvi (40): A printed paper or document,
used in the conduct of a
business establishment, with





instrument arising out of
a commercial transaction.
BUSir® S3 STANDx^RDS (6) :
BUSIiraSS TRiiNSACTION (60):
Levels of achievement required
of bookkeepers for employment.
An act of a business involving
any change in values.
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(27) : A sjTiLbol used in the folio
column of an account to identify'-
the source of that particular i
entry as the Cashbook.
j
(23): An instrument vihich performs
one or more of the mathematical
operations
.
(21): See: CaLCUIATING lllCIIINE.
(4) : A check through which perfora-
tions have been made to
designate that the check has
been paid by the bank.
(131): (1) The amount of property
owned by an individual or a
business at a specified time.
C2) See: PROPRIETORSHIP.
( 21 ) : (1) A device or form in which
is posted all the information
pertaining to one aspect of
the ownership of a corpora-
tion.
(2) A device or forra in which
is recorded any increase or
decrease affecting the propriet<|
claim on the business.
(2): See: FESD ASSET.
(8)
:
The total ownership of a
corporation expressed in total
number of shares of stock
or in total value of the shares
( 4 ) See: BROUGHT 70R7ARD
.
(307): Coin or specie; "ready •’' money.
(6) (1) The sum of money which a
depositor has in a bank.
(2) The difference between
the sum of debits and the











CASH DI .SBUHSEIvT3NT3 J0UnLLX(3):
CASH INCOIvIE (2):
CASH JOURNO (15) :
CASH OVER (1) :
CASH PATilSNTS (28):
CA.3H PAY1'.IHNT 3 B0 OK ( 4 ) :




( 6 ) :
|
A method of keeping records
in ’'.'7hich any monej?' received
in a fiscal period or paid in
a fiscal period is recorded
i
in its entirety in that
;
fiscal period ev^n though i
part of the money received !
or paid applies to another
fiscal period.
A bookkeeping cycle which has
transactions involving only
cash.
A sum of money placed in a bank*
See: DISCOUNT.
See : CASH PAYI.IENT3.
See: CASH PAYI.3NT3 JOUKiMAL.
The increase in proprietorship
brought about by the receipt
of money.
See: CASHBOOK.
A term which applies to a
situation when the actual physi
count of cash on hand is
greater than the balance as
shown by the records.
Outlays of money.
See: CA.SH PAYI.rSNTS JOURNAL.
A bookkeeping record in which
information concerning all
cash expenditures is recorded.
See: CASH PAYTviENTS JOUPUAL.
The payment for something
bought at the time of buying.
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CASH RHC3IPT3 .H'TD DI3- (3) :
BlIR,S3]\3:iTT3 BA3I3
CASH RECEIPTS BOOK (13) :
CASH RECEIPTS JOUPILIL (27):
CASH RECEIPTS RECORD (1):
C^JH RECORD (12) ;
CA^ REGISTER (24):
CASH SALE (53) :
CASH SYSTER! (3) :
CASH TRANSACTION (7):
CASHBOOK (98):
CASHBOOK APPROACH (1) :
CASHIER ( 10 )
:
See: CASH BASIS.
See: CAiH RECEIPTS JOURNAL.
A bookkeeping record in which
information concerning money
received by a business is
recorded.




A mechanical or electrical
device in which money is kept
from cash sales, from which
change is made, and which is
sometimes used to record the
total cash sales for each day.
Merchandise sold and paid for
at the time of selling.
An organized application of
bookkeeping principles in which
only transactions involving
the receipt and pa3n?ient of
money are recorded.
An exchange of values entered
into by a business involving
the receipt or payment of
money.
A bookkeeping record in which
information concerning all the
transactions entered into by
a business involving receipt
or payment of money is recorded ,
A method of teaching bookkeepiniS
in which the cashbook is
presented first.
(1) A bank officer in charge
of money received and spent.
(2) A person in charge of cash
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A symbol used in the folio
column of a ledger account to
identify a certain entry as
being posted from the Cash
Disbursements Journal.
(6) : The subdivision of a money
column in a journal, account,
or statement v/hich makes it
possible to record the number
of cents in a separate column
imiaediately to the right of
the dollar column so that
cents figures will not be
confused with dollar figures.
(9): See: EZCPENSE.
(21): (1) To become liable for
payment at a fixed date for
goods purchased, in the case
of a customer.
(2) To enter, the debt side of
an account, with a customer
the price of goods bought but
not paid for at the time of
purchase
.
(1) A means by which a customer
may regularly purchase goods
from a merchant with the
intention of paying at a
future date and by which the
merchant may keep a record
of the money owed to the
business by a customer.
(4) : Ilerchandise sold which will
be paid for at a future date.
(96): A written order signed by a
depositor authorizing the
bank topay money from the
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(18) : A small mark ( ) placed in a
journal or ledger folio column
to designate that the amount
|
of that particular entry has j
been posted from another book a,id
should not be posted from a
second book.
( 1 ) : ii bookkeeping record in which
is entered information concern





A memorandum on which can be
written information identical
with that on the check to which
it is attached and which can
be separated from the check
by means of tearing on a per-
j
forated line.
(15) : A group of blank check and thei
stubs, bound together and
arranged so that the checks
may be easily detached when




(4): A check stub which is bound wit
a number of other checks and
stubs in a checkbook.
1
(1): A regular procedure followed
in the authorization of,
writing of, and payment by checc.
(3) : Anrthod of teaching in which
the entire class is kept at
the same point even though
some might be able to proceed
faster and some might not be
able to keep up.
(6)
:
Accounts which have some ele-
ment in common.
(30 : The separation of the accounts
in the ledger into two groups
—
those which will appear on the
Balance Sheet and those which
will appear on the Profit and
Loss Statement; usually done
means ui u wurk sheet.
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The grouping of similar types
of expenditures together in a
subdivision of the Profit and
Loss Statenient so that the
total of these similar expenses
may be observed and analyzed




CLASSIFIED PROFIT aND (5) :
LOSS STATSIvIiITT
CLASSIFIED STATE!'.F;NT
A Balance Sheet in which Assets
Liabilities and Proprietorship
accounts of the same type are
grouped together under a
descriptive heading.
See: CLASSIFIED BALAITCE SHEET;
cLaSsifped profit and loss
3TATEI-,3NT
.
A Profit and Loss Statement in
which the different trading,
income, and expense accounts
are grouped together under a
descriptive subheading.
(1): See: CLASSIFIED BALANCE 3EEET;
CLASSIFIED PROFIT .il'TD LOSS
stats!'.:ent .
CLEAR TIIS BOOKS (1)
CLEilRING THE ACCOUITT (2)
CLERICiiL BOOKICESPING (2)
CLERICAL RECORD KEEPING (5)
CLERK
See: CLOSING OF BOOKS.
A bookkeeping device into which
the balances of other accounts
can be transferred so that
those accounts will be closed.
See: CLERICAL RECORD KEEPING.
Bookkeeping which emphasizes
the routine activities in keepijjig
records rather than the prin-
ciples on which these activitie
are based or the final goals
of these activities.
(33) : A person employed to keep recorjls
or accounts but who is not
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(161) : To cause the debit side and the
credit side of an account to
balance by neans of a journal
entry.
(30); Gee: CLOSING OF 30 0K3.
(149): A journal entry which causes
the debit side and the credit
side of an account to be in
balance
.
(1): A ledger account whose balance
is to be transfered to a surrjjiarj
account to show the effect on
the profit or loss for a
fiscal period.
CLOSING INVENTORY (4): See: ENDING IIHTENTORY.
CLOSING THE BOONS (41) : Recording closing entries in
the general journal, posting
them to the ledger accounts,
ruling and balancing the
ledger accounts.
CLOSING TFIS LEDGER (16) : See: CLOSING THI'] BOOKS.
CLOSING PERIOD (1): Usually the end of a fiscal
period when the books of a bus-
iness are closed.
CLOSING PROCEDURE (21) : See: CLOSING THE BOOKS.
CLOSING PROCESS (11): See: CLOSING THE BOOKS.
CLOSING THE ACCOUNT (3) : The making of an entry which
will cause the debit side and
the credit side of an account
to be equal, totaling the column £
and ruling the account to




A space, bounded by vertical
lines, in which dates, expla-
nations, or amounts are to be
written depending upon the
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COLUI.JM’ HS^DING (2): The identification of the
type of information to be
entered on lines directly
below one page.
COLmiNAR JOURNiil (8) ; A journal which has more
than one debit column or more
than one credit column.
COLUI-HT^R P.J^ER (6): A sheet of paper on which
vertical lines are printed
in an orderly arrangement for
the purpose of grouping in




COLUI.irRVR RECORD (3) : See : COLmiNilR JOURNAL.
COIIBINATIOH FORM OF
GA3IIBOOK
(1): See : CASPTBOOK.
coLs.iERci;a. bank (1): A banking institution which
specializes in handling the
funds of businesses rather
than savings accounts of
individuals.
COH'HvlSRCIAL DI3COUNT (5) : A reduction in price or on
the face amount of a note.
CO:iiCRCI.OL DI-UFT (5) : A written order signed by one
person or firm requesting
another person or firm to
pay a stated amount of money
to a third party.
COLIISRCIAL P.^R3 (5): Se e : BUSI :TE 33 PMPERg
.
C0iaiI33I0N (4): A fee paid for a service
performed, usually a certain
:^centage of the selling
price of goods sold by a
sale sman.
COI'HvIODI'rY (4): An article of commerce to be
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: COTiPOmrD 3KTRY (2):
A financial statement which il
compares the values of the
|jdifferent items included in
it with the v. lues of similar i
items at the time of the i
previous statement or statements.
I
An evaluation of a practice
set based on the entire set,
j
expressed by a letter or figure]
See: GCI.i?L3TI0N !
An adjusting entry in which i
there is one or more debits
|
and/or credits.
A journal entry which has more
than debit and/or one credit,
but which stilj. has the total
of the debits ef^ual to th e
total of f^e credits.
GOIIPOmD JOURNAL RTTRY (2):
GOi.J’TROLLRR (2):
GOKSIGMaNT ( 12 ) :
G0N3IGUHMT3 IN AND OUT (2) :
See: CC! ABOUND RNTRY.
A public or business official
whose duty it is to supervise
accounts and deterraine 1h e
proprietj?- of expenditures.
A shipment of goods which is
placed by the owner with another
to be sold for the owner.
A term v/'rich includes con-
signments placed by another
with a business for sale and
consigniients placed by a
business with another person
or firm for sale. See also:
G0N3IGNII3NT.
GOITTINGENGY ( 1 ) See: COrTTINGRNT LIABILITY.
GONTIKGEI'IP LliiBILITY (9)
:
A liability that does not
exist but which might come to
be upon the happening of some
event. Example: a note
receivable discounted at the
bank is carried as a possible
liability until the maker pays













An account with which another
account is paired in a journal
entry, i.e., the account
debited is the contra account
for the account credited.
(1) : A coluran in a journal from
which the total only will be
posted to the account iden-
tified by the column heading.
(3) : The general rule governing
the use of one main account
in the general ledger, the
details of which are in a
separate leiger subsidiary to
. the main account.
(33) : A general ledger account that
shows in summary form the same
information that is shown in
detail in a subsidiary ledger.
(102) A form of business organization
with many owners each of v/hom
is liable only for the amount
of investment in the business;
an artificial person inthe eyes
of the law
,
(2) : A device for grouping bookkeepijig
items of the same kind which
are peculiar to a coporate form
of business organization.
Example: accounts for stocks,
bonds, surplus, etc.
(9): The cancellation of the effect
of an erroneous entry, discovered
after the Trial iialance has
been taken, by means of an entrjjr
in the general journal.
(33) A device used by a teacher in
connection with a practice set,
on which the teacher can indicate
errors for submission to the
student so that he can correct
the errors listed thereon.
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COST OF GOODS SOLD (45)
COST OF SALES (5)







The aiiiount charged or paid
for anything.
A practice followed by a
proprietor in the case of a
withdrawal of goods for per-
!
sonal use in which he is charge!
the cost price of the goods
withdrawn.
See: EZTIDN3E ACC0UHT3.
The amount remaini'^g when the
ending merchandise inventory
is deducted from the beginning
inventoip’- plus the net purchase 3 •
u
See: COST 0? GOODS SOLD.
The making of closing entries
so that the cost of goods sold
in a fiscal period remains
as the balance of the Purchases
account before it is closed
into the Sales account or the
Profit and Loss Account.
A symbol used in the folio
column of an account designatin
the Cash Payments Journal as
the source of the posting entry
(1) The amount to be recorded
on the right hand side of an ac
(2) The expectation of future
payment for goods or property
transferred from one business
or person to another.
3ount
An account in the general
ledger v/hich has a credit
balance except under unusual
circumstances
,
The difference between the
total of the debit side and
the total of the credit side
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The amount column in the
right-hand section of an
ordinary ledger account or
general journal.
A buyer v/ho agrees to pay
for the purchase at a later
date as specified by the
seller.
The insertion of an aiount ‘
in the credit column of a
journal or in a ledger account.;
A separate particular of a
business transaction i^bich is
be recorded on the credit side
of a book of original entry
or account.
t
A special business form issued
by the seller to the buyer list
ing any deduction granted to




The buying of an article or
service which is to be paid
for at a later date.
A subjective estimate of the
ability and willingness of a
buyer to pay for goods he
wishes to purchase with payment
at a later date.
CED^GE EAXjE . 3e e .
The right-hand side of a ledgei
account
.
A regular procedure followed
by a business in allo7/ing
customers to pay at a later
date for purchases they make.
An exchange of values in
which any money involved will
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(60) : ii. person or business to whom !'
one owes money. 'j
(7) : A device or form in which is
recorded all the information
ii
pertaining to a person or i
business to whom money is
owed.
(5) : That which is in circulation
as a medium of exchange
j
{ 18 ): Something v/hich a business
|




The amount of a certain thing
on hand at a given time.
(11): The claims of others on the
business which are to be
settled at an early date.
(99) A person who buys goods or
services.
(21): A device or form in which is
recorded all the information
pertaining. to a person or
business from which money is due .
(4) : A suromary issued by a business
to persons owing mone^’’ for
purchases showing the total
amount of original indebtedness
the araount paid, and the
amount left to be paid.
( 49
)
: See: BO OKET^EPING CYCLE
.
(1): A method of teaching Bookkeeping
in which the bookkeeping cycle Is
presented in as simple a form a
possible and repeated once or
more in a more detailed form.
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CYCLE OE INSTRUCTION 14) : Bookkeeping teaching which
;
presents the different phases
of the bookkeeping cycle roughl
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DEFSRRIilD CHARGES TO (7):
EOPENSS
The amount to be recorded
on the left-hand side of an
account.
2iji account in the general
ledger which has a debit
balance except under unusual
circumstances.
The difference between the
total debits and the total
credits in an account when the
debit total is greater.
The amount column in the left-
hand section of a general
ledger account.
The insertion of an amount
in the debit column of a
journal or in the debit column
of a ledger account.
A separate particular of a
business transaction which is
to be recorded on the debit
side of a book of original
entry or on the debit side of
an account.





(1) Assets on hand but which
will be consumed within a short
period of time through operatior
of the business.
(2) Expenses which have been
paid for even though some of





DEFERRED CREDIT (12) : Income which has been received
but wh:’ ch will not be earned





CREDIT TO (9) : See: DEFERRED CREDIT.
DEFERRED SITENSE (S) : See: DEFERRED CHARGE.
DEFERRED o9 (3) : See: DEFERRED CREDIT.
Q1 ITEI'S (19) : Those particulars which are
paid for in one fiscal period
but not entirely consumed or
earned in that fiscal period.
DELIVERY EXPENSE (6): A decrease in the proprietor-
ship brought about by trans-









DIRECT LEDGER ENTRY (5) :
A blank form to be filled out
by a person putting money into
a bank and used by the teller
at the bank to make entries
in a bank account and on the
bankbook of the depositor.
The decrease in value of a
fixed asset due to v;ear, aging,
or obsolescence.
3ee : DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
.
A decrease in proprietorship
brought about by decrease in
value of a fixed asset.
See: RESERVE FOR DEPRECIATION.
See: TRIAL BALA^^^CE OF DIFFER*
SNCE3.
The insertion of information
in an account in the ledger
without first making a
journal entry.
VY ‘ 1 ''.n* ':•'•
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DIR3CT LEDGER L21TE0D («) :
DIRECT EUiaiARY I'ISTHOD (35) :
OF CLOSING
DIRECT 3U1.1IARY YORK .SHEET
:
DI3C0LTNT (98):
discount A NOTE (7):
DISCOUNT COLTB’E^ (2) :
DISCOUNT ON PURCHASES (11):
DISCOLTTT ON S.^iLSS (10):
DISCOUITT SRIOD (-2):
way of keeping records which
does not use the journal but
which uses the ledger as a book
of original entry.
The treatment of inventory
adjustments as closing entries
into the Profit and Loss accoun
and the use of coDipound
entries to close all trading,
expense, and income accounts
into the Profit and Loss-
accoutt .
A work sheet in which the old
and new merchandise inventories
are handled in the Profit and
Loss columns rather than in
the Adjustments column and are
to be treated as closing
entries based on this informa-
tion in the Profit and Loss
columns
.
(1) A deduction made from
the price asked, usually in
consideration of nrompt payment
(2) A deduction made for
interest paid in selling a bill
or note not due
.
To transfer a note to a bank
in consideration of which the
person transferring the note
pays the bank interest on the
note at the time of discounting
A special column in a
columnar journal for entries
dealing with the amount of




The time interval in which
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DISCOUNT RATE (E) :
DISCOUITT TEK:S (1) :
DISPOSITION OF PROFIT (9):






DOUBLE FOLIO REFl^IRENCE (3):
That portion of the price or
the amount of a bill Yihich 77ill
be deducted in consideration
|
for pajmient T?ithin a specified
period of time
. ;
The expressed conditions of
1
a deduction in relation to !
amount to be deducted and the
period of time in ?^hich the
deduction is allowable.
(1) The dividing of a profit
in a business which has more
than one owner.
(2) The use made of the profit.
The left-hand subdivision of
an amount column for the nurpose
of separating even dollar amounts
from fractional dollar amounts.
An amount which is posted twice
on the debit side of an account
or entered twice in a debit
column of a journal.
The recording of transactions
by means of both a debit and a
credit entry which are equal.
A system of Bookkeeping under
which both the debit and
credit elements of each trans-
action are recorded.
A regular order of applying
bookkeeping principles so that
every debit entry has an equal
credit entry.
A double notation made in the
folio column of the general
journal, in the case of a
compound closing entry, by
means of which the details are
posted to both the Profit and
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(5) : The posting of a debit amount
|j
or a credit amount to two
j




: The drawing of two horizontal
lines very close together to
indicate that an account is
closed or to separate the
information above the double
line from, that which is to be
entered below it.
(16) : An order from one person or




The person or firm requested
to pai'^ the amount specified in
a draft.
(3) : The person ordering the payment
of the amount specified in a
draft
.
( 21 ) : The name of a temporary pro-
prietary account which summariz'j
all entries during a fiscal
period which will affect the










l| EARl'iED SUl^PLUS ( 2 ) :
i
I




ELSP:NTARY DEFIGIENCIE8 (1) :
The undistributed corporate
profit resulting from regular
operations of the business.
Economic goods to which a
person or business becomes




is based on the principle of
debit and credit and the
application of this to relat-
ively siiple situations.
The lack of elementary skills.






(4) : Primary and essential abilities
necessary to do bookkeeping work
efficiently. Examples: Ability
to do arithmetic operations and
to write neatly and legibly.
(11): The value of the merchandise
on hand at the close of a fisca!,
period.
(1): The signature that is written
on the back of a negotiable
instrument for the purpose of
transferring the title of that
instruraent
.
(2): A term referring to the legal
responsibility to pay of a pers(ji
who transfers a check orother
negotiable instrument to a
third party in case the instru-
ment should prove to be worth-
less •
(71): To insert an amount, account
name, explanation, or descripticj*








Es,UALITY OF DEBIT 3 ^vD (S24)
GPUDITo
Es^UALIZS AN ACCOUNT (3)
E>-^UATI0N (25)
E'<t,UATI0N .APPROACH (10)
S^U^TION 0RDER3 OF (2)
PRE3ENTATI ON
Es^UILIBRim: OF accounts (1):
EQUITY (10):
SV^UATION REPORT (7):
( 11 ) :
The writing of an amount, i
account name, explanation, or i
description of a transaction
!
in any of the books of record.
i
A person employed to specialize
in inserting inforraation in the
books of record, but who does
not collect or summarize the
results of such entries.
The inevitable result of
accurately kept records using
a double entry system. i
See: BALAilCE (v.)
The algebraic expression of
the relationship of the three




See : BiLLANCE SFEET APPROACH
See : BALANCE SHEET APPROACH
The condition of the accounts
when an equal credit has been
entered in the books for each
debit entered.
(1) The value of a claim that
a person or business has against
an asset or group of assets.
(2) The owner *s claim to his
business
.
An organized form to be used
in the judgment of the worth of
textbooks to be used in a book-
keeping course.
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iiny decrease in the proprie-
torship of a business, necessar
in the operation of the busi-
ness, other than the temporary
decrease brought about in the
case of purchases of goods to
be resold.
J
A part of the general ledger
in which entries are recorded
which affect a single item
which decreases the proprietor-
ship of a business.
A separate particular of
business operation which, when
recorded, reduces the proprie-
torship of the business.
All expense accounts used by a
business grouped together in
one place.
See: ACCRUED EliPENSS.
A brief description of a
transaction which was the
source of an entry.
A blank vertical space in a
journal or ledger in which
brief descriptions are made of
the transactions which were the
source of the entries made.
The lines in a general journal
entry immediately below the
lines on which the debit and
credit entries are made.
To permit a customer to make a
purchase for which he will pay
at a future date
.
A written permission on the
part of a creditor allowing
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FACE xil'.iOUlIT See : FACE VALUE
71
( 1 ) :
Face of NOTE (2)
FACE Value (3)










See : Face ViU.uE.
The anount which is written on
a negotiable instrument.
It
The well-being of a business
in regard to its ability to
produce a profit, to pay its
debts, or to operate full^’'.
Any recorded items of informa-
tion pertaining to the financia .
status of an enterprise.
See
:
FTIT.'jyC IAL STATE! T!NT
.
A report issued by a business
showing information as to the
resources, debts, owneri'ip,
profit, or loss, together with
the details which give rise to
the se
.
The total value of goods 7'hich
have gone through the manufac-
turing process and are on hand
for sale to customers.
A time interval during which
bookkeeping records are kept anc
at the end of which these records
are summarized and analyzed,
usuallji^ in the form of book-
keeping statements and reports.
A fiscal period of one year
length. See also: FISCAL PERICH
iln asset which will be used for
mnrfi than nna tiscal naniod in
Debts which will not be due
during the next fiscal period.
i'm asset used in the operation of
a business which is not rapidly
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IFOLIO (3) : See: FOLIO I-SF-’-RENCE . 1
FOLIO COLLIET U5) : A vertical space in a journal
or account into v/hich numbers
or symbols are placed to shov;
the disposition or source
of the entry on the same
horizontal line.
FOLIO INITIALS (2) : See: FOLIO RSFERSNCE.
FOLIO NU1.3ER (18) : An entry in the folio column
of a journal to indicate the
page of the general ledger
to which the amount on the
sai'.ae horizontal line was
posted
.
FOLIO iE3FERSITCE (22) : A symbol place in the folio
column of an account or journal
indicating the source or
disposition of the entry.
FOLIO •3Pi^CE (3) : See: FOLIO COLUIEI.
FOOT (8) : To add the amounts in a column
and record the resulting sum at
the bottom of the column.
FOOTING (18) : The written total entered at
the foot of a column of numbers
FOH.I (172) : A written or typed document witl
blank spaces for the insertion
of information.
FORi^aRD (24) : To transfer a total from the
bottom of an account or page
to the top of a new page.
FORWARDING PROCESS (3) : A regular method followed in
the transferring of totals or
balances from one page of a
bookkeeping record to another
page
.
F0UR-C0LUI.2J JOURNAL (2) : See: COLUimR JOURNiCL.
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FUND.-J-.:3NTi-IL E.^U..TI0N (5) :




FUND^,P]NTaL SKILLS (3) :
FUI'IDAIGDIH'ALJ OF BOOKESEPING
( 2 ) :
A terra used for the decrease in
proprietorship due to money
paid out for transportation
charges on goods bought by a
business
.
A term used for the decrease
in proprietorship due to money
paid out for transportation
charges on goods sold by a
business.
An endorsement effected by
writing a cualifying phrase
such as "Pay to the order
of” a person, together with
the signature of the holder,
on the back of the instrLiment
,
See : FUNDiiIIENT.LL SKELLS.
See : e;^uation.
See : EQ,UATI0N.
See : BOOIHSEPING PRINCIPLES
Abilities which are necessary
to the mastery of Bookkeeping
such as arithmetic ability,
ability to write, etc.
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GENr]RAL JOURIL^L EOTRY ( 10 ) :
GEKER.X JOLTHNIEL FORM (3):
GEI'-rERAL LEDGER ( 48
)
:
GSrffiR..L LEDGER ACGOLTO (5):
GJ (10):
GOING COIJCERIT (4):
The title of a bookkeeping




A decrease in the proprietor-
j
ship of a business which cannot
be assigned to any department
or listed under any distinct^
classification.
A bookkeeping record which
can be used in recording all
types of transactions.
A written record made of a
business transaction in the
general journal.
The arrangement of printed
horizontal and vertical lines
on a paper so that any type
of transaction might be
recorded.
Papers or books in which all
the accounts in a bookkeeping
system are grouped and kept.
lui account whose balance is
to be shown in one of the
financial statements and whose
balance is not a mere detail
of a balance sheet figure.
A symbol used in the folio
column of an account to indicat<
that the source of the entry on
the same line was the general
journal.
A business which has been in
successful operation and has
made a consistent profit, or
v/hich compares favorably v/ith
other businesses of the same
type
.
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merchandise to be sold in the i
operation of a trading subject;
business.
The total value of uncompleted
products on which some opera-
tions have been performed and
which are on hand in the
factory,
(1) The difference between
the price for which a business
can be sold and the value as
shown on the books when the
former is greater,
(2) intangible asset
expressing the estimated value
of the business over the
book value
.
The total amount of economic
goods to which a business or
person becomes entitled
before expenditures or ex-
penses are deducted from this
total.
See; GROSS PROFIT ON SilLES,
The amount by which the total
income exceeds the total
expenses and expenditures.
The amount by which the net
sales exceeds the cost of
merchandise sold.
The total value of merchandise
bought for resale before any
purchase returns or charges
on these purchases are deduc-
ted.
The total amo'ont of money
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GR033 3ALE3 ( 6 )
GR033 TRADING M^.GIN ( 2 )
V
.
The total price for merchan-
dise bought by customers before
any returns, allowances, or
other deductions have been
made
.














The keeping of records of
business transactions by means
of pen-and-ink entries.
(1): To place a title and/or other
description at the top of a
journal, account, or state-
ment as an identification.
( 22 ) : The identification and/or
description of a journal, accou
or statement v^hich appears at
its top.
(1) A manner in which the work
sheet is completed by carrying
trial balance figures across
each line as contrasted to a
method which would complete
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E.TRE3T FUND (2):
IN BALANCE (4):
IN FULL OF ACCOUNT (3) :
INCIDENTAL AE.I3 (4):
iNCOLE (175):




INCOIE STATET-EIJOT ( 3 ) :
See: PETTY CASH. I
I
I
A condition vjhich exists when !




The payment of a debt v;hich i
cancels a personas indebted-
|
ness to another. I
Intended outcomes of book-
keeping instruction not broughi
about by learning bookkeeping
principles but by the building
up of general habits in doing
the necessary practice work in
a bookkeeping class.
An increase in the proprietor-
ship of a business from the
operations of the business.
A device or form for showing
all the changes that affect a
single type of income
.
See: ACCRUED INCOME.
A separate particular of
business operation which, when
recorded, increases the
proprietorship.
A portion of the Profit and
Loss Statement in which the
balances of all accounts which
increase the proprietorship
during a fiscal period
are listed.
See: PROFIT AND LOSS .STATEMENT.
iNcOhiE ta:c
INCOME T.EC RETURN
(51) : A government levy which is
placed on the earnings or profi
of a person or business and is
usually;’ a certain percentage
of such earnings or profit.
t
(12) : The payment of an imcome tax
in whole or in part.
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INCOMBTG VALUE (5) :
niDIRECT 1L.30R (2):
11'IFL.iTED AGCOmiT (2) :
INITI.tL Il^^miTORY (5):
IIIITIiiL ILIVE iT]).3NT (3):
INJTiCLn.'IENT PLh.N (1):







/my increase in the proprietor-
ship from any sourde.
The amount of wages paid to
workers of a manufacturing
business but whose time is
not charged to the cost of
a specific finished product.
An account whose balance is
greater than it should be.
See : BEGINNING INVENTORY.
The value of cash and other
assets with which a person
starts a business.
A method by which a customer
pays for a purchase in regular
periodic payments.
merchandise which is sold
under terms which provide for
regular periodic payments.
^ suminary of information
and list of transactions to be
used in completing a practice
set
.
A writing made and executed




Assets of a non-physical,
indefinite nature which add
value to a business.
(1) The amount paid for the
use of monejm
(2) The equity of the owner
of a business.
A device or form used for
grouping together all the
information pertaining to fees
paid for the use of mone3’’
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INTSRI'.ST ACCRUED (14):
INTEKSST ADJUSITEENT (1) :
IETSIG3T ALLO'.Y.'kNCE (3) :
INT3KEST BEARING NOTE (13) :
INTBISST CUVRGE (3) :
INTEREST COST (24) :
INTEREST EARNED (33) :
INTEREST EARITINGS (1):
INTEREST ENTRY (1):
INTER-ilST e::fense (13) :
INTEREST INCOIIE (48) :
INT?EREST ITEI'i (3) :
See: ACCRiaD INT3RE3T
A general journal entry made
at the end of a fiscal period
in bringing the information




A negotiable instrument which
provides for the payment of a
fee based on the face value.
See: INTSI-SST COoT.
A decrease in the proprietor-
ship resulting from the pay-
ment of a fee in connection
with borrowing money or in





A written record in a book of
original entry of a transaction
involving a fee paid for the
use of money.
See: Ir^TSRSST COST.
An increase in the proprietor-
ship due to the collection of
money due, in addition to the
principal, on a loan or on
certain kinds of credit trans-
actions .
A separate particular of the
financial operation of a busi-
ness V7hich involves the paying
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A fee for the use of money whicl.
a business ov7es but which it ha£
not yet paid.
A fee for the use of money whic],
has been paid for before it is
due or in advance.
A percentage that expresses the
relationship between the interest
for one year and the principal.
The amount due a business as
a fee for the use of monej^ but
which has not yet been received,
A schedule or itemized list of
goods together with the total
worth.
A device or form for grouping
together items of information
pertaining to the total worth
of a particular type of merchan
dise or article.
A departure from accuracy in
the taking of an inventory whic):
is felt in a like departure
from accuracy in other books of
account or financial statements.
A reduction in the proprietor-
ship brought about by waste,
spoilage, or disappearance of
merchandise for sale.
An entry made necessary to
bring the inventory and purchase
accounts up to date at the end
of a fiscal period.
s
To put money or other property
into business operation with t'^e
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INVS3TI.IErPr (36) : (1) The placing of money or
other property into business
operation.
(2) The total amount of
raone^r or other property put
|
into a business at its start, i
II'IV331’0R (9) : A person T^ho nlaces money or
other property into a business
with the aim of obtaining a
profit or return on this
investment
.
IInTVOICE (53) : xln itemized statement of
merchandise bought or sold
with the date, terms, methods















































j (30) : A symbol in the folio column
of a ledger account which
indicates that the general
journal was the source of the





JOURilAL-LSDGER ( 4 ) :
JOURNilL IfSTHOD (4):
JOURITAL ICSTHOD OF .^PHACH(7) :
JOURNAL, ORDER OF (2):
JOURNx.L PAGE ( 6 ) :
JOURNAL PAPER (24):
(91) :
xiny book of original entry
into which information of
business transactions is
recorded in the order of
occurrence
.
A method of teaching Book-
keeping in which the general
journal is presented first.
The recording of a business
transaction made in a book of
original entry.
The arrangement of printed
lines and blank spaces in a
book of original entry.
^ bookkeeping record which
serves both as a book of
original entry and as an




One side of a sheet printed in
the form of a book of original
entry.
A sheet of paper on which has
been printed lines and headings
for the purpose of recording
information based on business
transactions in the order of
occurrence
To make a record of a business














(47) : (1) An answer book for teacher use
which accompanies a bookkeeping tex
(’2) To identify accompanying debit
and credit amounts in an adjusting
entry by placing a number or letter
beside each.
(3) A lever on a business machine |to
be depressed by the operator for
the printing of the letter or
figure
.
(6): A letter or number used to identify
the debit and credit amounts of an
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L--.30R-HAVING COLUI.IN (1) : See: SPECIAL COLUMN.
LABORATORY I.TJTFOD (1): A 'Nay of teaching Bookkeeping
bj)" having the classroom arrange
as if it Tjere an office in wbic
bookkeeping v^ere actually done.
LEDGER (225)
:
A group of accounts.
LEDGER ACCOUNT (36) : Gee: ACCOUNT.
LEDGER approach (3) : A method of teaching Book-
keeping in which the ledger
is presented first.
LEDGER Card (1): An account in a bookkeeping
system in which the account
information is placed on a
card.
LEDGER CLERK (3) : A person employed to make
entries in or to total, rule,
and close ledger accounts.
LEDGER ENTRY (1): A record made in one of the
ledger accounts and taken from
information contained in a
book of original entry.
LEDGER EOm: (11) : The arrangement of printed
lines on a sheet of uaper to
permit the recording of debits
and credits pertaining to one
bookkeeping item.
LEDGER I.ETFIOD (3) ; See: LEDGER .APPROACH.
LEDGER METFIOD OF xiPPR0ACH(3) : See: LEDGER APPROACPI.
LEDGER PaGE (4): One side of a sheet printed
in the form of a ledger account
LEDGER PAPER (15) : A sheet of paper on which are
printed horizontal and vertical
lines in ledger form.
LEFT-HiilTD aCCOUI'JT (6): The accounts in a Trial .Balance
which are a debit balance and
which are in the left-hand, or
debit, column.
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L3?T-HAITD HONEY COimiT (1):
Lr.BILITY (171):
LI-^3ILITY AC COUNT ( 7 ) :










A debt which is owed; the
i
clain on a business by someone '
other than the owner,
A device or form in which is
recorded information pertaining
to a debt ov/ed to the business
or the claim of another on the
business
.
The right-hand balance sheet
column in the work sheet,
usually the furthest column
to the right.
See : LIABILITY .U'lD PROPRIETOR**
JFIIP CCLmiN.
That portion of the ledger or
of the Balance Sheet in which
the ledger accounts or their
balances are grouped.
A term used to describe the
legal lack of responsibility
held by a stockholder in a
corporation in the case of
business failure, each stock-
holder standing to lose no
more than his investment even
though the debts of the cor-
poration exceed the assets.
The act of selling the assets,
paying the liabilities or
creditors, and distributing
the remaining cash to the
owners when a business ceases
operation.
3ee: EECED LIABILIEf.
A group of accounts in which
the accounts are on pages or
sheets v/ith detachable feature
from the ledger as a Y/hole •
4 &;v -.c j-.t!fj.-'
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L033 (31) : The excess of expenditures
over income during a specified
period of time.
L033 ON BAD DSBT3 (10): A decrease in proprietorship
occasioned by failure to collec
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(2): A person who records informatior
of business transactions by
means of a mechanical or elec-
trical device.
(7): The recording of information on
business transactions by means
of a mechanical or electical
contrivance
.
(1): A commercial establishment v/hicli
sells goods by filling orders
received through the mail from
customers
.
(7): The person who signs a promis-
sory note, agreeing to pay,
(21) : ii. booklet based on and
accompanying a bookkeeping text-
book to aid the teacher in
presi^'nting the material con-
tained in the textbook.
3ee: HAND BOOKKEEPING.
(1) Any account not used in a
trading business but used in
the case of a manufacturing
business.
(2) A special account into
which the balances of all ac-
counts affecting the cost of
goods manufactured are closed
at the end of a fiscal period.
^ commercial establishment which
manufactures or produces the
goods it sells.
(2) : A double -column in the work sheeHb
of a manufacturing business into
which the debit and credit
balances of accounts affecting
the cost of goods manufactured
are put to arrive at this cost
of goods manufactured.
( 2) : See :klANUFACTURING CONCERN LIAINJP A.CTURING BUSIhJE 33
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(3) : The total v/orth of a note or
bond 7?hen it is due to be
paid
.




All goods or articles bought
by a business for the purpose
of resale at a profit.
MSRCHA1IDI.5S ACCOUITT (6) : A device or form in which is
recorded information con-
cerning one classification of
goods for sale.
I.IERCHAiroiSE DISCOUNT (26) : Any reduction in the price of
goods bought or sold.
MERCH.-AIDI SB INVENTORY (70) : The total value of all goods
or articles which are on hand
and available for sale.
MERCHANDISE JOURNx^X (3) : See: PUl^CK^SES JOURN^IL;
SALES JOURTT^L.
I.'IERCE.'iNDI3ING 3USIN3S3 (2) : See: TRADIN^G BUSINESS.
LSTIIOD OE .JPPRO^^CH (32) : See: APPROACH.
MIISJS asset (3) : A term used for the balance of
an account uhich is deducted
from the original value of an
asset to obtain the present
value of that asset.
(50) An account whose balance is
part asset and part expense or
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: A practice set 7/hich has been
completed for the purpose of
illustrating the appearance




: See: MODEL SET.
(5) : Any column in ^7hich is entered
the amount of a transaction
or the amount transferred from
a book of original entr3'’ to
a ledger account.
(3) : order for the pajmient of
money.
(3) : The amount still due on a
propert37- or building loan.
(4)





NiiI.IE OY ACCOUNT (3); See: ACCOUNT TITLS
N3G0TI.U3L3 INSTRUT'.mU? (11): A writing, made and executed
as the expression of some act
or contract, the title of which
can be transferred from one
person to another.
proprietorship after all
expenses and expenditures have
been deducted from the total
amount of increase in proprie-
torship.
proprietorship after the cost
of goods sold, but before the
operating expenses, have been
deducted from the total
anoLint received from sales of
merchandise
.
ship resulting from business
operatings in a fiscal period.
resulting from business opera
tions in a fiscal period.
of a business less any purchase
returned
•
a business less the total re-
turned sales.
NEG0Ti;d3LE PAPER (1): See: NEGOTIABLE INSTRUl.Sl^TT
NET INCOIIE (14) : The remaining increase in
NET INC01.IB EROli
OPEP^^iTIONS
(4): See: NET PROFIT
NET INC0I.IE FROM SiiLSS (7) : The remaining increase in
NET LOSS (6)
:
The decrease in proprietor-
NST OPERATING PROFIT (5): See: iJST PROFIT
NET PROFIT (88) The increase in proprietorship
NET PURCHASES (3) The total amount of purchases
NET SiiLES (14): The total amount of sales of
NET WORTH (64): See: PROPRIETORSHIP.







An account of a non-permanent
nature which includes hook-
|
keeping information to be
|
closed into the Profit and Loss)
account or some other account i
at the end of a fiscal period.
That part of a mixed account
j
which is either expense or
]
income . ^
The actual amount of a mixed
|





That subdivision of the Profit
and Loss Statement, usually
the last on the page, which
includes the increases and
decreases in proprietorship
due to financial control of the
business
.






A procedure followed in
recording certain journal entrife
by using a real account instead
of a nominal account, when ther^
is a choice, so that at the end
of the fiscal period no reversi^ig
entry will be necessary to take
off the books a real account
which was placed on the books
for the first time during the
adjusting process,
A written or printed paper
acknoYJledging a debt and
promising pajmient,
A special column in the general
journal in which amounts per-
taining to notes receivable
or notes payable are entered.
(2): See: DISCOUilTING A NOT]
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NOTES P.-.YA3LS BOOK (1) :
NOTES PAY^iBLE DISCOUNT (S) :
NOTES PAY.i3LE REGISTER (5) :
NOTES RECEIVABLE (91):




NOTES RECEIVABLE LEDGER (1):
NOTES RECEIV.VBLE REGISTER(3):
Vfritten promises to pay issued
by a business.
A book of original entry in
which is recorded information
i
concerning transactions deal-
ing with written promises to
pay debts of the business.
The payment of interest in
advance on money borroY^ed from
a bank.
A book in which is kept a
detailed record of all promis-
sory notes owed by a business.
V/ritten promises to pay issued
by a debtor to a business.
A book of original entry in
which is recorded information
concerning transactions dealing
with the promissory notes a
business receives.
The act of selling a note which
is due a business to a bank
in advance of the due date and
paying a charge or discount
for buying the note.
A group of accounts, each of
which has information on a
business or person from whom
the business holds a promissory
note
.
A book in which detailed
















ON DEJ^Lil^'D ( 2 ) :
ON ( 28 ) :
ON TII.IB (2):
OPEN ( 7 )
:
OPENING ENTRY ( 16 )
OPBMING JOURI'TAL ENTRY (3) :
OPERATING ACCOUITT (2) :
OPEHiTING COST (4):
The decrease in value caused
|
by changes in models or new
,
inventions that render fixed
assets out of date. i
A decrease in proprietorship
resulting from maintaining an
[
office necessarj' to the opera-
j
tion of the business.
Levies made on both the
employer and the employee
under the oocial Security Act
for the provision of a future
pension to be paid the con-
tributing workers when they
reach a certain age.
A term used to describe a
purchase or sale of merchan-
dise which is to be paid for
at a later date.
A term used to describe the
terms of payment of a note
which is to be paid at the
convenience of the payee.
A term used to describe actual
possession of an asset.
oee: ON ^.CCOUTJT.
To make the inital entry in
a journal or account.
The first entry made in the
general journal to record the
Assets, Liabilities, and
Proprietorship of a new
business at the time of organi-
zation •










ORDER BILL OF LADING
(30): Any decrease in the proprietor-
ship of a business, other than i
cost of goods sold, incurred |i
in the normal operation of the
|business.
j
(1) : Any increase in the proprietor-
,|
ship of a business, other than
from sales, incurred in the
normal operation of the businessj.
( 1 ): That part of the Profit and
Loss Statement in which are
listed the sources of income
and expense incurred in the
normal operation of the busi-
ness during a given fiscal peri oi
(7) : A term often given to the
eo^uivalent of the Profit and
Loss Statement in a non-profit
organization or for a profession
man.
il
(2) : A negotiable instrument which
is commonly used with C.O.D.
shipments and which defines
the rights and responsibilities
of the parties involved.
ORDER INSTRUl^NT (1) : A note or other business paper
which is pa 3/able to the order
of a specified person.
ORDER OF PRESENTATION (43) : See: iiPPROACH.
ORIGINAL ENTRY (13) : The first record made of a
business transaction in the
books of a business, usually
one of the journals in which
are recorded the transactions
in the order of occurrence.
ORIGINAL RECORD (2) : See: BOOH OF ORIGINAL ENTRY.
OTHER CHARGES (1): See: OTIER EXPENSES.
OTHER EXPENSES (14): Decreases in the proprietorship
that are incurred from sources
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OTHER INCOHS (13) : Increases in the proprietorship
that are incurred from sources
other than routine operation
of the business.
OUTCOING 7.JHTS (5) : A decrease in the proprietor-
ship from any source.
OUTSTiHJDING (4) : A term used to describe some-
thing uncollected, unpaid, or
unsettled.
OUTGTiilTDlNG CHSCK (3) : A check which has been issued
by the depositor but which
has not been presented to the
bank for payment.
OVSRDR^FT (3) : The writing of checks whose
total is greater than the amoun'i
a depositor has in the bank.
OVSRHEiJ) (1) : Decreases in proprietorship,
incurred in the manufacturing
process, not brought about b3’'
the purchase of rav/ materials
or the paj^ment of wages directly
connected with the manufacturing
process
.
0./I®R (52) : Gee : PROPRIETOR.
OY®R»3 B'^UITY (4) : Gee: PROPRIETORGE-IIP.
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Printed or vjritten forra,
documents, or other instru-
|
ments used as a basis for
bookkeeping entries or used
in the recording of business
transactions
.
person nho has entered into
a written or verbal agreement
with one or more other persons
to operate a business.
A form of business in which
t7/o or more persons combine
their property, skill, services
or a combination of these in a
business and agree to share
the profits in a specified
manner.
•
Ledger accounts which are
peculiar to a partnership
business and which are made
necessary b^’’ the necessity of
sharing the profit between the
owners of the business.
A person concerned v/ith the
issuance or payment of a nrom-
issory note.
A small book, supplied to a
depositor by the bank, in which
is recorded the amount and
date of each deposit, and which
serves as a receipt for each
deposit
.
A term used for those expenses
which a business owes but has
not yet paid.
A person or business to whom a
promissory note is to be paid.
The right-hand page of a double
page cashbook.

PAYROLL (4): The total amount of wages
and salaries for a specified
time interval.
P.^iYROLL DEDUCTION (4): A sum of money, due workers
as wages, which the company
holds back either under
government regulation or with
the consent of the worker.
PAYROLL RECORD (2): A form in which is recorded
the nuraber of hours worked by
each worker, the amount of
money due each -worker for
this time, and the deductions,
if any, to be made from his
pay.
PAYROLL TAXES (2) : A government levy on either
the worker or the company based
on a percentage of the amount o;
wages paid.
PEN POSTING (1): The transfer of bookkeeping
information from the journals
to the ledger accounts by
moans of pen and ink.
PENCIL ROOTING (8) : See: ROOTING.
PERIOD (54) : See: RISCAL PERIOD.
PERIODIC CLOSING (3) : See: CLOSING TFE BOOKS.
PERIODIC SUIlL'iRY (3) : The process followed in
abstracting the changes in
the financial condition of a
business as a result of
business operations for the
preceding fiscal period.
PSRoOlhiX ACCOUl^T (17) : ^ device or form in -which
is recorded all information
pertaining to temporary
changes in the proprietor's
claim on the business through
withdra-^vals for personal
use, withdrawals as salary,
or loans made to the business.
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IP3H30N^ii -‘iPPEO.^CE (6): The introduction of the dif- i
ferent units of Bookkeeping
by relating them to the per-
j
sonal experiences of the
students.
,
PERSONAL RECORD KEEPING (13): The application of bookkeeping
principles or recording skillsl
to the income and expenditure
j
of an individual's 07/n finan-
cial matters.
PERoONx^L RECORDS (7):
PERoOlTxiL USE BOOETCIEPIEG (6):
PETTY CASH (14):
PETTY CASH BOOK (3) :






The perpetuation in y;riting
of an individual's recapts
and expenditures.
The application of bookkeeping
principles to the financial
affairs of an individual.
A fund of money kept for the
purpose of making small,
miscellaneous pa:^^Tnents by
cash rather than b3’’ check.
A record in mhich is recorded
all the small, miscellaneous
payments made by cash.
See: PETTY CA-Sfl.
The total ?/orth of a particular
type of article made by actual
count rather than by estimate.
A STTubol used in the folio
column of a ledger account
designating the purchases
journal as the source of the
entry on the same line
.
A tern used for the balance
of an account Y?hich is added
to the original value to
obtain the present value of
the asset.
To transfer the information
contaned in the books of ori-
ginal entry to the proper
ledger accounts.
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P03T-CL03IITG ENTRY ( 6 ) :
P03T-CL03ING TRIAL (12):
P03TING (62) :
PC 3TIKG IIACHINE ( 16
)
:






The recording of bookkeeping
information in the general
journal after the regular
closing entries have been
made and the accounts closed.
The proving of the debit and
credit equality of the balances
of accounts after the regular
adjusting and closing entries
have been made and after the
accounts have been balanced
and ruled.
The art of transferring book-
keeping information from the
books of original entrj?’ to the
proper ledger accounts.
A device or contrivance v?hich
prints amounts in the accounts
or books mechanically or elec-
trically.
See: POSTING.
A regularly scheduled time
^hen bookkeeping information
is transferred from the books
of original entry to the
proper ledger accounts.
The proving of the equality of
the debit column totals and the
credit column totals of a speci
journal.
al
The symbol used in the folio
column of a book of original
entry or general ledger account
v/hich designates the disposi-
tion or source of the entry on
the same line
,
See : POSTING RECiiPITULxLTION.
A short probleDi or task which
is aimed at increasing skill
or ability in some definite
bookkeeping operation.
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PR..CTICD GR.^DE (1) :
PRACTICE KaTERIAL (2) :
PILiCTiCE SET (320) :
PRiiCTICE SET TE :T (1):
PRsiiimi (8) :
PREPAID ACCOUNT (1):
PREPAID IITTEREST (13) :




PRINCIPLE OP DEBIT AilD (3) :
CREDIT
A conbination of the progress
grade and the completion grade
to obtain the total grade in
the case of a practice set.
3ee: PRiiCTICE 3D .
A series of bookkeeping
transactions pertaining to
a particular business in vjhich
all of the steps of the book-
keeping cycle are involved.
A device for measuring the
niaster 3 ’- of material in a
practice set.
The amount paid to an insurance
company as pa^mient on an
insurance polic 3?- held bx'’ the
business
.
The device in vrhich amounts
paid in advance pertaining




A bookkeeping particular which
is paid in advance.
The payment of an expense or
charge in advance
.
The amount of a loan or of a
fund placed at interest.
A settled rule of double-entry
bookkeeping which provides for
the entry of an ecual cre'^it
amount for the entry of every
debit amount in the books.
PRINCIPLES OP B00iaCSDPH']G(3) : See: BOOiaCRDPING PRINCIPLES
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PRCBmi-PO II'IT TEBT (35):
PROCEEDS (2):
PROPIT ( 117 ) :
PROFIT ^:d L033 (62) :
PROFIT ^:D loss ACCOUKTT (72):
PROFIT ^ID LOSS xJ'PROACH (1):
PROFIT AI;D loss COLDLN (21):
PROFIT Al'lD LOSS STATE! I:NT :
(134)
PROFIT AlID LOSS SOITLIKY (37):
PROFIT AIJD LOSS (21):
SUIIL^Y ACCOUIW
1A device for measuring achieve'ment in Bookkeeping in which
each part of a problem is scored
instead of the result alone
The amount that the borrowee
receives for a note when it is
sold to a bank or individual
at a discount.
The excell of total income
over total expenditures in a
business during a given period
of time.
See: PROFIT AID LOSS ACCOUNT.
(1) An account in the general
ledger into which all the balan
of merchandise, sales, pur-
chases, income, and expense
accounts are transferred or
closed at the end of a fiscal
period.
^ 2 ) See: NOLIINAL ACC OUl^T
.
ces
A way of teaching Bookkeeping
by presenting the concept of
operating a business for a
profit as the first step.
A double vertical column in
the work sheet.
A periodic financial statement
for a trading business which
shows the net profit or loss
for a fiscal period and the
details of income and expen-
ditures from which the profit





PROFIT AiD LOSS ACCO
PROFIT ,'iND LOSS
3NT
See: PROFIT AND LOSS A.C COUNT.
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IPROGIG 33 GRADE (28) : An evaluation of the v7ork of a
student on a practice set,
made at various points during
the set.
PR0GRE33 3C0R3 (3):
PR0LT330RY NOTE (16) :
PROOF (11)
















A written promise to pay a
fixed amount of money at a
definite time, signed by the
person pa3’’ing the money and
the person to v;hom it is to be
paid.
An operation for testing the
accuracy of bookkeeping entries
by showing that the debit and
credit totals are equal in any
bookkeeping record or form.
The existence of equality/-
between total debits and total
credits after journal entries
have been transferred to the
proper ledger accounts.
See : C^J’I^AL.
Se e : PROPRIETO RSFTIP
.
The owner of a business
See: CAPITAL ACCOUNT (2).
See: PERSON.AL ACCOUin*.
The claim of the owner on the
business, measured bj’’ the j
difference between the assets ^
and the liabilities.
Any TB’manent account whose
total is recorded in the
Balance Sheet as reflecting
an aspect of the owner's
claim on the business.
See: BALAHTCE SHEET AiPPROACH.
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B.iLAI'G2 dEEBT aPPROACFPROPRIETORSHIP EgUATI ON (2): See:
ORDER OF PRESEHT.^TION
1 104
PROPRIETOR^:iP SECTION (5) XI. portion of the Balance Sheet
in which the balances of those
accounts appear which shov/ the
claim of the owner on the
business or any change in the to^bal
ownership during the fiscal






(14): To ascertain the ecuality of
debits and credits by totaling
the debit columns and the
credit columns in any book of
record
.
(3): To ascertain that the amount
of money actually on hand is






(2): That time immediately before
the books are to be summarized
and statements prepared when
it is necessary to insure the
matehematical accuracy of the
bookkeeping entries.
(10): An accountant 7.’hose services
are available to anyone wishing
to use or purchase them.
)3) : xi refund of the purchase price,
or a deduction in the amount
owed, received by the buyer




A deduction received by a
business on the price of goods
it buys.
PURCHASE DISCOUNT
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(8) : A business paper prepared by
the seller and sent to the
buyer, shoYjing uhat is being
sent, r/hen it is being sent,
and the total cost of the
purchase
.
(11): The return of goods to the








(158) : The goods or articles bought
by a business for the purpose
of resale at a profit.
(9): See: PURCHASES JOURNAL.
(48) : A bookkeeping record in
uhi ch all information per-
taining to the buying of
goods for resale at a profit
is recorded in the order of
occurrence
.
( 1 ) : See:PURCHASES PHCCRR PURCHASES JOURNAL
r,




<^U^JFIED II:D0R3EMENT (1): l*he i;vriting of* the signature
of the indorser on the back of
a negotiable instrument plus
Y/ords to the effect that the
indorser is not ihable in the
case of failure to pay by the
part^?" primarily liable to pay.
^lUNTITY DliCOUl^T (2): A deduction from the price of
a purchase or sale based upon
the amount bought or sold.
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Ra^TE OF DEPRECI.lTION (4)
Ra’.T It-lATErJ^iLJ lil^/ElTTORY (6)













That fraction of the value
of a fixed asset which is lost
each year through wear, aging,
or obsolescence.
schedule or itemized list
of all the material on hand
which is to be used directly
in the manufacture of a fini she!
product
.
3e e : RENTER 3I!TCr ENTR^"
.
An account of a permanent
nature whose balance is carried
from one fiscal period to the
next and is not closed into the
Profit and Loss account either
directly/ or indirectly.
The part of a mixed account
vjhich is either asset or
liability.
(1) That which comes into or
is received by a business.
(2) A writing acknowledging





A term used for those items
of income which are owed to a
business but which have not yet
been paid for.
A general journal entry to
change the title of an account
which does not correctly descri
its contents, or to separate
two different elements in the
same account.
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RECORD keephtg ( 110 )
REC0RD-KE?1P1NG .^J>PH1CH (2)
RECORD-KEEPING COURTS (4)
RSCORD-IOEPING CYCE ( 2 )
RECORD-KEEPING PREESNTA* (2)
TION
The bringing into agreement
the balance as shoTm on the
bank statement and the balance
as shown in the depositor's
checkbook.
(1) The perpetuation of a
business event cr transaction
by reducing i_^w9iting fom.
(2) A term used to describe
the papers, journals, accounts,
etc., which are used for the
perpetuation of business
transactions in writing.
(3) To nut into written
form information concerning
the nature, date, explanation,
and amount of a business
transaction.
The act of entering into books
of record information based
on the income and outgo of
values
.
Emphasis of the recording
acti-'’’ity as such, rather tnan
booke 3eping principles, in a
bookkeeping course.
A bookkeeping course which is
mainly devoted to building
skill in making entries in





cial statements, and dosing
as applied to a service or
non-trading enterprise.
See; RECORD-KEEPING .APPROACH.
RECORD-KEEPING POSITION (1): A job in which the work done
concerns the recording of one
of a few t^’-pes of entries in th j
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RESERVE FOR 3aD DEBTS
(16) : The actual act of v/riting in
the books information based




: The frequent repetition of




To correct a false impression
in a bookkeeping record by
means of a general journal
entry or by means of a single
straight line dra^m through
the false entry or impression.
(5): A written record containing




: Bee; GENER.EL JOURIhiL.
(66): A written account or statement
of facts in regard to the
financial status of a business.
(14): The arrangement of Assets,
Liabilities, and Proprietor-
ship sections of a Balance
Sheet, one below the other.
(26): The providing for in advance
of an expected reduction in
the proprietorship to take
place in the near future.
( 8 ) : See: ‘'/.ILUATION RE SERVE
.
(15) : (1) The provision in advance
for the reduction in proprietor
ship which is expected to take
place upon failure to pay by a
few charge customers.
(2) A m.inus asset account
which reduces the value of
Accounts Receivable by the
estimated loss through failure
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RESERVE FOR DEPRECIATION (18)
:
RESERVE FOR SIlTKINa FUND (1):
RESIDUARY CREDITOR (1):
RESTRICTIVE INDOR'IE!' ENT (1):
RET..IL (18) :
RETURN ( 5 )
RETURTT PURCEASSS AIID (1):
allo-Va1:css
RETURl'ED SAIES AITD (3) :
.ELL0-7ANCES
RETURNS AND -VLLO.TAITCE (4):
ITEI.I
REVENUE ( 10 ):
(1) The provision in advance
for expected decrease in
proprietorship due to \7ear,
aging, or obsolescense of a
fixed asset,
(2) A minus asset account
which shows reductions in the
original value of a fixed
asset due to depreciation.
The provision for the payment
of a contractural debt in
advance of date due hj a cor-
poration which has issued bonds
to raise funds.
See: PROPRIETOR.
An indorsement which consti-
tutues the indorsee as an agent
of the indorser in the case
of a note left at a bank for
collection and indorsed to the
bank.
The selling of small quantities
to the ultimate consumer.
(1) The profit from an invest-
ment .
(E) A part of a shipment of
merchandise which is sent back
to the sender.
See: PURCHASE RETURNS AI'TD
^xLLOUANCES.
See: 3A.IE3 RETUR1T3 AIR)
ALLOWANCES.
A particular or event which
makes an entry necessary in
the case of sales or purchases
sent back because of inferiori1j|y
or damage
.
(1) Any item of income.
(2) That which comes back fron
an investment.

RSVEITUI] ..CCOUl'IT (2) : Any account V7hich shov/s informa-
tion in regard to income or
expenditure of that income.
REVEirUS EI'CPEI'TDITUHS (1): Outlay of money from a business




RSTER3.^L lElTHOD OF (22)
ADJUSTLSKT
BETHRoE ( 13 ) :
K3VERJIHG ENTRY (42):
RSYIE-J (4):
RIGHT -HAin: 3-lL.\NCE (1):
RIGET-H.'iND HONEY (1) :
C0LHI.1T
oee: REYER SING ENTRY.
See: PH^vH]RSING ENTRY.
A procedure to be followed In
making adjusting entries in
which real accounts, intro-
duced in adjusting, must be
taken off the books before the
new fiscal period by means of
an entry which is the reverse
of the adjusting entry in which
a real account was introduced.
To cancel or cross out by making
a debit and credit in the
reverse order of a previous
journal entry.
A general journal entry in
which the debits and credits




The vertical column in an
account, journal, or work
sheet in which the credit
amounts are to be recorded
with the corresponding debit
amount to be entered in a





RULS (61) : To draT7 a single horizontal
line at the foot of a coluriin
so that totals of the coluirm
may he written on the printed
line beloY/; also, the drawing
of a double line below the
total of an account, journal,
or statement column to show
that the figure above is the
final one of a series or to
show that the account or
journal has been closed.
RULING (49)
:
A single or double line
dravm in a bookkeeping record
bv means of .a ruler.
RULBIG FOm-: (4) A definite manner of drawing
ruled lines in bookkeeping
records
.
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o (15) : See: 3J.
S^.TLC 70W. (2) : A nodel business paper or book-
keeping record used for illus-
trative purposes in a book-
keeping class but having not
application to a specific
business
.
PAYABLE U) : TTages due salaried employees
vjhich are due but not yet paid.
'l % T '-n
Oi-jJ.i« i o (221)
:
I.Ierchandise sold to customers
of the business.
3ALE 3 z3LL0„LA:CE (4) : See: SALES RETURl'TS .AID JELLO'TAN^C:
3ALE3 3C0K (13) : See: SALES JOURilAL.
3ALE3 DI3C0LE\"T (25) : A reduction in the price of
merchandise sold.
O.^xJ-4^ ^ Iir/OICE (7) : A business paper sent to a
customer showing what was sent,
when it is being sent, and the
price due.
~i -r o
Oai i i . iO JOUPuLiL
>
(70) : ^ book of original entry in
which all information pertain-
ing to the sale of merchandise
to customers is recorded in the
order of occurrence.
AxLE3 PPICE (13) : The amount of money asked by
the seller for merchandise.
q \ T *nOxlXuLli KJ PRICE Ba3I3 (2) : A practice follov/ed by a
proprietor in the case of with-
drawal of goods for personal
use in which he is charged the




RECORD (7): (1) Any paper, book, or account
in which is recorded information
based on the selling of merchan-
dise to customers.


















(13): The sending back of goods by a
customer, for which he receives /
credit or refund.
(9): See: SAILS TICKET.
(15) : A government levy on indivi-
duals based on the price O'f'
goods they buy, the actual
money involved usually being
handled by a business and
turned over to the government
levying the tax.
(15) : A small form on which is
recorded the description, amoun:,
and price of the original sale
and which is used by the
customer as a receipt and/or
by the business as a basis for
making an entry in the Sales
Journal.
(4) : ^in exchange of values brought
about by the selling of merchan
dise to a customer.
(3) : An account in a bank on which
interest is paid and the pur-
pose of ?;hich is to accimiulate
savings rather than to pay
bills by check.
(18): An appended statem.ent of supple-
mentary details accompanying a
more general statement upon
which it is based.
(2): An evidence of debt, as a bond,





A decrease in proprietorship
brought about in connection with
the sale of merchandise to
customers in the more normal
operation of the business.
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: The rendering of service for
raoney by a business which
specializes in rendering such
service rather than in selling
merchandise
.
(76): See: PRi.CTICE SET.
(23)
:
All the different records
necessary in order to keep a
complete record of business
transactions, to summarize them
and to sho . their effect on




: All the business papers or
supplementary bookkeeping
records needed to carr3’’ a
problem or practice set in a
bookkeeping class,
(3)
: See : SET OF BOOKS.
(9) Satisfaction of a claim by
agreement, usually bj’’ payment
of an amount due
.
(1)
: interest or right to manage-
ment, profit, or remaining
assets of a corporation as
expressed by a written agree-
ment and usuallj" appearing
in the form of a stock certifi-
cate representing a share.
(2)
: A commercial draft which is
payable at the time it is
presented for payment.
(14) : The recording of business
transactions by raeans of a
single figure rather than by
eq.ual debit and credit amount.
SINGLE -ENTRY APPROACH ( 1 ) The presentation of Bookkeeping
by entries which do not have
ecuality of debits and credits.
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SINGLE -3CTRY BOOiaaUPING (6) :
SINGLE-ENTRY 3001^’IPING (2):
OX Oxioivx
SINGLE--ENTRY sYsrmi (5) :




SOCIAL SECURITY ( 19 ) :
SOCI^ V.GLLIES (5):
SOLS PROPRIETORSHIP (5):
A 33^stem of recording business
transactions in uhich entries
are made vjithout both the debit
and credit elements.
See: SINGLE-ENTRY BOOKKEEPING.
See: SINGLE -ENTRY BOOIOGEPING.
A form -of business organization
which has only one owner.
A symbol used in the folio
column of a ledger account to
indicate that the source of
the entry on the same line was
the Sales Journal.
See: SOGI^^L OBJECTF/E.
The presentation of Bookkeeping
so that the students may see
how the principles involved
might be applied to social
organization or purposes.
(1) A tern referring, to the
federal law under which taxes
are imposed to provide funds
for old-age or unemployment
benefits for the workers thus
taxed.
(2) Deductions from the pay
of a worker or from funds of
the emplo 3’'er to be paid into
the fund from which payment will
be made to workers for old-age
benefits or unemplo 3mient benefi b
Any benefit or desirable outcome
of a bookkeeping course which wl
help the students ^ply the prin-
ciples studied in the classroom
to social situations.
Jee: BIl.'GLS PR0PRIET0R3EIP.
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SPACING ACC0U1>’T3 (1): The arrangement of accounts
on a ledger page so that there
vjill be room for entries to
be recorded in each account
on the page.
JPnCIx'iL CLERIC (5) : A person employed to do a
specific recording or office
task.
SPECIAL COLLOnT (22) : A vertical space in a book of
original entry or other book-
keeping record in which are
entered amounts pertaining
to one specific bookkeeping
item. Example : Accounts
Receivable column of the Cash
Book.
ci^CI^ JOURILSL (24) : A book of original entry in
which is recorded only informa-
tion based on a specific t^.^’pe
of business transaction.
,SPECI.iL IEDOER (2) : See: SUBSIDIARY LEDGER.
SPIRilL lETHOD (1): See: CYCLE .APPROACH.
spoilage (2) : That which has been lost through
waste or poor handling.
STAIR-STEPPING PROCESS (2): A method of ruling and totaling
a special journal so that the
totals in adjacent columns are
not on the same horizontal line
but are staggered in order that
the totals maj'- be identified by
an entry in the Account column
furthest to the left.
STilNDARD EOm: (4) : The established method of
arrangement of lines, headings,
or columns on a blank piece of
paper to be filled in with
information of a certain type.
ST^S'DaRD ledger FORM (7) : The arrangement of lines, head-
ings, and columns of a ledger
account v;hich has become estab-
lished .
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oTaTH.^NT (182) : (1) A report made by a busi-
ness in regard to its financia]
condition.
(2) An abstract of a customer’s
account showing amount due.
presenting the details as to
the total amount of indebtedness,
amount oaid, and the amount
remained to be paid.
shows the net profit or less for
a fiscal period and the details
of income and expense from whici
the profit or loss was derived.
the ledger or in the I’rial
Balance in the sequence in whici
they will ’rippear on the Balance
Sheet or Profit and Loss
Statement
.
enterprise attested to by cer-
tificates o"^ ownership which
usually specify the sum invests 1.
tion to its stockholders certi-
fying the amound and nature of
their holdings.
stock in a corporation and Y'/ho
is part 07/ner of that corpora-
tion.
ST^iTBIENT OF .iOCOUI'TTS (5): A viritten report to a customer
3Tx.TE!'L;NT of INGOIi: (8)
KIPHNSS
A periodic financial statement
for a non-trading business which
STATFIlSilT OF PROFIT (2): .See: PROFIT _JTD L03.S STATE!' IirTI
3TxxTe:.i:itt of profit .lid (46): See: PROFIT ;3TD LOSS 3TA^E!'3;FT
(2)
:
The arrangement of accounts in
STOCKS (17): Foldings in a corporate business
(4) : A document issued by a corpora-
3T0CK IN trade (2): See: !,IEHCHx^iNDI3E
STOCK OF GOODS (2): See: I.IERCHx.NDI 3E
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3TOCiaiOLDER^3 L3DG3R (1) : A group of accounts, each of
which represents a stockholder
and includes information as
to name, address, number of
shares, value of shares, and
any changes in holdings of
stock.
3TIUIGHT BILL OF LADING (2)
STR^^IGHT-LILL: DEPREC I.^TI 0K(2 )
:
A non-negotiable instrument
which authorizes shipment by
freight and defines the rights
and responsibilities of the
seller, shipper, and buyer.
The computation of decrease
in value of a fixed asset
through wear, aging, or obsol-
escence distributing the
gradual depreciation over the
estimated life of the asset







(5) A small part of each leaf in
a checkbook, attached to the
binding and used to identify
the check detached from it.
(1): The information written on a
check stub, identifying the
check and coinciding with the
information on the check.
(40); The essential facts, data, or
ideas at the base of a question
under consideration.
(1): An account whose balance is a
detail of the balance of a
control account in the general
ledger.
(28) A group of accounts of the
same kind, the total of v/hose
balances is represented by a
general ledger account.




elsewhere in the general ledger
or in one of the financial
statements
.
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JUMvIAEIZING ..CCOGM' (1): A device or form in which
postings are made in order that
information pertaining to a
separate aspect of the books
ma^'’ be brought together.
Sxaraple : Costo of u-oods Sold
account, or Trading account.
3UI.IIvA.RY (10): abstract or abridgement of
a more detailed bookkeeping
re cord
.
3UI.3v^T RiTTRY (5) : A journal entry, the debit
and credit amounts of which are
derived from columnar totals.
otC.ZlARY SHRRT (3) : A paper or form on which is
listed information abstracted
from some other source.






SYSTEi: OF RECORDS (1)
A detailed list of the separate
items of an expense account
which cannot be classified othe
than miscellanous
.
3ee : 3DB .31DIARY RECORD.
3ee: 3UB3IDI^.RY RECORD.
The excess of Assets over
Liabilities accumulated by a
corporation during its history
with the exception of that
excess which has been made the
basis for stock issues.
3ee: BOOKKEEPING 3Y3TEL'.
The presenting of Bookkeeping
by introducing a specific
commercial bookkeeping system


























The skeleton of an account
form, made by drawing only
the top horizontal line and
the vertical line which
separates the debit and credit
sides of the account.
SHEET (1) : A skeleton Balance Sheet made
by dra?/ing the top horizontal
line and the vertical line
which separates the i^ssets
side from the Liabilities and
Proprietorship side.
(3): Forms, documents, or papers
which contain information
pertaining to the araount of
money withheld or due for the
pajnnent of levies on the
business or on the workers.
(2): See: TA]OL3 PAYABLE.
(15): Government levies which are
due but which have not yet
been paid.
(4) An account of a non-permanent
nature or one service a parti
cular purpose for the time
being
.
(3): See: CURRENT ASSET.
(4) : ;ji organized course of study
in Bookkeeping from which the
students should be able to
find initial employment as
bookkeepers.
(28) The conditions of a purchase
or sale, or the conditions
under which payment is to
be made of an amount due.
( 1 ): Keeping fragmentary records
in accordance with the instru-
ctions contained in a book-
keeping textbook, not necessari
with the coherence v;hich would
be characteristic of an actual
business situation.
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THEORY OF DOU3LH-S1TTRY (2)
BOOKKEEPHTG



















A device for measuring under-
standing of bookkeeping prin-
ciples by means of question and
answer rather than by means of
a problem.
A written order by which a
person directs another to pay
a specified sum of money to a
third party.
A device on which is recorded
the number of hours worked by
a worker each day of the week.
A written order to pay a
specified sum of money a certair
number of days after the date
of the draft.
To add all the figures in a
column of a bookkeeping record.
The vertical space furthest to
the right in a simple Cash
Receipts journal or Cash I^ay-
ments Journal, in which is
recorded the total of the amount
coluran at the end of the period
or page on the line immediately
below the last entry in the
Journal.
A special form of time draft
arising out of the purchase or
sale of merchandise.
A reduction of the list price
in a catalogue, not recorded
in the bookkeeping records of
either the buyer or the seller,
the purpose of which is to issue
price changes without having
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TIUDBTG ( 2 )
TRixDING ^CCOUl.T? (16)
TRtt.DTHG BUJILIE33 ( 12 )
TPUDING CONCERtT (11)
TRADIITG IHTHOD 0? CL03IIIG(2)




The heading of a special double
column in the vjork sheet in |
which all items directly
pertaining to the buying and
selling of merchandise are
entered
.
(1) Any account listing book-
keeping info rraat ion which affec|fcs
the cost of goods sold.
(E) A device or form in the
general ledger into which are
closed all account balances
directly pertaining to the
buying and selling of goods.
A commercial establishment
which buys merchandise or goods
for the purpose of resale at a
profit.
See: TEADI1'X> 3USI1:E33.
A procedure, in which the
balances of all ledger accounts
directly pertaining to the
purchase or sale of merchan-
dise are closed into the
Purchases, Sales, or Trading
accounts
.
A subdivision of the Profit
and Loss Statement in whi ch-
are listed all account balances
affecting the gross profit on
sale 3.
A change or exchange of values.
A means of identifying the
transactions in a practice set.
A systematic manner of handling
the information contained in
the book of instructions
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TIUtyoACTIOK T23T (4) :
TIUIToFER (44):
TRiJ'IJPORATION IN (1):
TRNxiJURY 3T0CK (1) :
TRI^ B^IUNCE (314):
TRI-oL B*.LxATGE ACCOLNT (2):
TRIAL B^LoNCB CLA 331- (1):
RICiiTION
'l-RIiiL BiiLATGi: ’^’OOTING (1);
TKl.iL B.iLANCE ITETiT (2) :
TKI..L B..LANCE OF BALaNCBSI 2) :
TKliiL B^.LANCE of (10):
DIFFBRENGBB
TKI.TL B^.LATGB 3U1I3 (4):
tKIA. B.TLAlTC2 of T0TAL3 (3):
A device for evaluating the
mastery of the skills and
understandings involved in
the transaction of a practice
set
.
To copy an amount or total
which appears in one book-
keeping record into another
bookkeeping record.
3ee: FR3IGET IN.
3tock of a corporation which
is issued and later reaccuired
by the corporation.
^ bookkeeping device for
ascertaining the equality of
debits and credits entered
in the ledger account.
imy general ledger account
which has a debit or credit
balance at the time of taking
the Trial Balance
.
See : CLA33IFIGATI0N OF AGCOUNT 1)
The total of the mone^T- columns
in a Trial Balance.
3ee: TRIAL BALANCE ACCOUNT.
See: TRIiTL BaLATCE OF DIFFER-
ENCES.
The ascertaining of the equality
of debit and credit balances
of the accounts in the ledger.
The ascertaining of the ecualit;r
of debits and credits by adding
the totals in the debit columns
of d-1 accounts and the total
of the credit columns of all
the accounts.
See: TRI^L B.xLA"GE OF 3UII3.
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TRIG RRGISTER (2) : A bookkeeping record v?hich is
a combination book of original
entrj'' and a ledger.
i-URlTOVER (1): (1) The rate at v?hich goods
are sold.
(2) The rate at vzhich the
entire merchandise inventor^’’ is
displaced through selling.
l^;0-C0LmilI C^JKBOOK (2) : A cash journal ^7hich has one
column for amounts received
and one for amounts paid in
cash.
T.TO-P^TY DR^.RT (1) : A T/ritten order to pay made
out b3’- one person and issued
to a second person in favor
of the maker"!
r.JO PER CEI^ RULE (2) : A general practice followed
in offering cash discounts on
purchases or sales which allows
a deduction of two per cent of
the price for payment within a





UNCL.IJGI'FIED B^^LxJICS 3HBET(3) : A Balance Sheet in v;hich the
different tj’-pes of Assets,
Liabilities, and Proprietor-
ship accounts are not grouped
according to a general class-
ification or under a general
heading.
UIIGL.iJ3IfISD PROFIT ;iTTD (2)
L033 jtati]ii:kt
A Profit and Loss Statement
in v?hich the items are not grou
together according to a general





(2): A net increase in the proprietor
ship of a business during a
fiscal period which has yet to
be split among partners accor-
ding to previous agreement.
(3)
:
A partial guarantee against
loss for a worker due to
lack of employment, under-




( 1 ) :
( 1 ):
The amount remaining to be
used in the case of a constantl|r
diminishing asset, such as
store supplies, insurance, et.
Entries in the Adjustments
column of the work sheet v/hich
are not identified by numbers
or le tters
.
UN3CR.'A3LIITGr (4) : A term used for the separation
of the asset and liability
elements from the income and















VENDEE COUNT ( 1 ):









A minus asset account v/hich
affects the original value of
a fixed asset hv reducing
it by the amount of the balance
of the minus asset account.
I\Ionetar3'- v/orth or marketable
price of an asset or liability.
A teaching device, for use
77ith practice sets, v7hich
contains figures different
from those of the transactions
listed in the instruction book.
An account used by a business
being sold to list the amount
07/ed b3’- the bU3’’ing part 3’’ until




in the case of
another business
in 'w’- ich case the amount due the
sellers of the business is entered
in such an account until this




A procedure folloived in completi4g
a ’*'ork sheet by filling in each
vertical column fully from left
to right.
A goal of bookkeeping instruc-
tion ’:?hich would make it possibly
for the students to meet actual
business standards for initial
emplo 3mient
.
The presentation of bookkeeping
principles and practices that
are designed to urepare the
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V 0 C..TI 01L.L BO OIOCBI' IITG
CCUROS
(2) : 3e e : VO C..TI OILIL 30OKHEE?IHG
.
VOCx.TIOrL.L OBJUCTIVZ (2) : See: VOCATIONAL
VO CATIONx^L V.xLUB 3 (5) : Any benefit derive(i from
bookkeeping instruction \7hich
ma}:es it possible for the
student to succeed in actual
bookkeeping "work.
VOUCEBR (24) : A special business form that
is used to request a payment
and to explain the reason for
payment
.
VOUCHER CHECE (1) : A check that contains a
brief suirimary of the voucher
by which it was authorized to
show the purpose for which the
check is used.
VOUCHER REGISTER (IS) : A special book of original
entry in which is recorded
information on all the vouchers
issued on a business.
VOUCHER SYSTEi: (1) : A method of controlling
expenditures by use of approved
vouchers as a basis for pay-
ment of money.
VOUCHERS Payable (2): Authorizations issued under a
voucher system which have not
yet been paid by check.
VR (9) : A symbol used in the folio
column of a ledger account
identifying the Voucher Registe
as the source of the entry
on the sane horizontal line.
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(7): Sale of goods in large quan-
tities to jobbers or other
merchants rather than to
consumers
.
(7): The price charged for merchan-
dise sold in large quantities
by one business to another for
resale to the ultimate consumerj,
(5): (1) Assets taken from the
business by the proprietor
for his personal use.
(2) A reduction of the balance
of a savings or checking accoun :
at a bank.
(1): A small form prepared by a
depositor to authorize the
teller to pay a specified
amount from his account at the
bank.
(5) : An income tax on the v/orker
which is held from the pay of
the worker by the employer
and later turned over to the
government as payment of the
worker’s yearly income tax.
(251) : ^ device of a non-permanent
nature with debit and credit
colu-mns for the Trial Balance,
for adjusting entries, for the
Profit and Loss 3tatement,
and for the Balance 3heet
and 7/hich is used to help the
bookkeeper or accountant
classify the Trial Balance
accounts and to show the affect
of adjustments on the balances
of these accounts as they will
appear in the statements.
(28)
:
A group of bookkeeping forms,
papers, and problems based
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IWORKING P^'iP3R3 (3): The forms, instruments, or
other business papers which a
bookkeeping student uses in the
accomplishment of a problem,
exercise, or practice set.
WORICEKG JHEET (33): See: WORK SBEST.
WORKING TRIAL BALANCE (1)
:
A Trial balance in which the
accounts are arranged so that
classification in terms of
financial statements v^ill be
simplified.
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SUI#IARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this paper was to determine a glos-
sary of terms peculiar to teaching methodology in high-
school Bookkeeping. The two main objectives were to
make a frequency count of words and terms which were
considered to be peculiar to this field and to define
the words and terms thus tabulated.
There were 9^3 words and terms encountered, tabula-
ted, and defined, the definitions appearing alphabetically
in Chapter IV. The terms deemed to be peculiar to teach-
ing methodology in high-school Bookkeeping were drawn
from the following classes of material: (1) All avail-
able textbooks on the subject of teaching methods in
Bookkeeping, and (2) Articles from recent periodicals
and yearbooks in this field, until a total of 300,000
running words was reached. The actual total of running
words covered in this frequency count was 300,570,
Each word of term peculiar to the field under con-
sideration was written on a 3” x 5” card as it was en-
countered and further tabulations were also made on this
card as described in Chapter III, In order to objectify
the selection of terms as much as possible, rules for
selection were also set up on Chapter III. Standard
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dictionaries, educational dictionaries, South-Westerm
Publishing Company^ s Dictionary of Bookkeeping and
Accounting Terminology , and the intended meaning of the
user were all consulted and taken into consideration in
determining definitions*
It is hoped that this study may contribute to a
better standardization of terminology in Business Edu-
cation. Similar studies in other aspects of Business
Education will be necessary before this can progress to
a worthwhile level. Even though lengthy and costly re-
search would be necessary, it would nevertheless be pos-
sible to put forth an authoritative dictionary of terras
peculiar to Business Education which would include those
terras in standard usage. Further research along this
line should bring about in time a situation which does
not exist at the present, namely, that terras in standard
usage would be recognized as such and that loose and
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